






of Last Resort;' since at the end of that tradition to faith. Other giants came to A()ven'tURe Hooks
adventure the PCs learn of the lost lore Kongen-Thulnir, some on errands of "Kings of the Rift" is a smash-and-grab
of the Order of the Storm. Issue #342 of peace and others to make war. Control of adventure; the PCs aren't expected to
DRAGON presents several magical items the ruins changed hands dozens of times explore every part of Kongen- Thulnir.
that the PCs can construct using Item through the centuries, but the magic As such, this adventure is fairly simple
Creation feats that fit into the mythos of wards and mystical auras left behind by to convert if you aren't running it as
the Age of Worms campaign. the Order of the Storm persisted. Each part of the Age ofWorms. Simply change

Of course, you can also run "Kings new tribe of giants to claim Kongen- Dragotha's phylactery into some other
of the Rift" as a stand-alone adventure, Thulnir for their own quickly came to potent artifact or object the PCs are seek-
or even as part of a campaign of your , view the Citadel of Weeping Dragons ing, and the remainder of the adventure

own design. as their responsibility. They knew not can be run as written. Perhaps Manzo-
what rested within the inner vault of the rian, Prince leech, or a similar powerful

A()ven'tURe BackgRou n() citadel, yet they knew it was their duty to NPC in your campaign hires the PCs to
The Age ofWorms draws nigh. After sev- protect it. recover this object, or perhaps they just
eral centuries of deathless slumber, the Today, Kongen-Thulnir is ruled by want it for themselves.
undead dragon Dragotha has emerged a dying king named Achaime Silver-
from hiding and returned to the Worm- eye. With his life ebbing, the giant fac- PART ON E: TH E CITY
crawl Fissure, where he toils to bring tions in the city have begun to splinter, OF KINGS
about the recrudescence of the Worm- as each sees itself as the rightful heir At the end of "The Library of Last
god Kyuss. His minions scatter far and to Achaime's crown. Worse, when the Resort," the PCs learn that the druids hid
wide, seeking the one item that could PCs liberated the lore of the Fountain Dragotha's phylactery in a place called
cement his invulnerability and certain of Dreams at the end of ' 'The Library of "Kongen-Thulnir." A DC 30 Knowledge

triumph-his long-lost phylactery. Last Resort," knowledge of what lies hid- (geography) or bardic knowledge check
About 1,500 years ago, Kyuss' forces den in the Citadel of Weeping Dragons is enough for a character to recall tales

were defeated by a group of druids returned to the world. Dragotha learned and rumors of this ruined city built into
known as the Order of the Storm. By that his phylactery is hidden somewhere the northern cliffside of the Rift Can-
stealing Dragotha's phylactery and hid- in the ruins, and when the PCs arrive they yon. If none of the PCs can make this
ing it in the Citadel ofWeeping Dragons find themselves caught in the middle of check, they can consult sages, librar-
in the cliff-fortress city ofKongen-Thul- a war between dragons and giants. ies, or divination magic to learn of the
nir, they forced the dracolich to quit the significance of the name. In the city of
field of battle and retreat. His aban- A()venwRe Synopsis Alhaster, the bard Miomay can tell the
donment of Kyuss' armies at a crucial Having learned where Dragotha's phy- PCs legends of how the giant tribes of
moment in the conflict caused the tides lactery is hidden, the PCs arrive at Kon - the Rift Canyon hold Kongen- Thulnir as
of war to turn, and the Wormgod was gen-Thulnir not long after a flight of one of their ancestral homelands. Like-
forced back into his nighted prison deep dragons sent by Dragotha lays siege wise, the library of the Scarlet Spire of
in the Wormcrawl Fissure. to the ruined city. Shortly after the Wee Jas contains books that speak of the ,

Yet even though Kyuss had been PCs arrive, they are attacked by one location and history ofKongen-Thulnir. j
defeated and Dragotha had fled in cow- of Dragotha's commanders, the fiend- The PCs may be surprised to find refer- j
ardice, many agents of the Wormgod and ish green dragon Necrozyte. After this ences to the Order of the Storm in some I
the dracolich survived. Over the next sev- battle, they are reunited with a familiar of these books, including some that
eral years, their relentless assault on the face-the Ominious Fabler from "The mention their alliance with the giants
Order of the Storm reduced the druids' Prince of Red hand." of the city. The owners of these books
strength to a paltry shadow of their once- From there, the PCs explore Kongen- become confused and shocked if shown
great might. Forced to leave the caretak- Thulnir until they discover that the these passages, for they do not remember
ing ofKongen-Thulnir to an allied tribe most likely resting place for the phy- these passages being there before-the

1of stone giants, the surviving druids fled lactery is below the imposing Citadel of knowledge the PCs unleashed from the
to the island ofTilagos, where they wove Weeping Dragons. In order to open the Fountain of Dreams has returned right j

a great magic to hide their lore from phylactery vault, the PCs must recover under their noses.
their enemies. two keys (one held by a fire giant in the If the PCs return to Alhaster before

In the centuries that followed, memory citadel and the other hidden in a foul traveling to the Rift Canyon, they find
of the Order of the Storm faded, but the cavern called the Carrion Pit). Armed that two individuals have left town.
giant presence in Kongen-Thulnir did with both keys, the PCs open the vault Lashonna is nowhere to be found, and
not. As generations passed, their mis- and must survive a .final attack from her mansion is locked up tight and heav-
sion of guarding the phylactery vault the leader of the dragon siege-the red ily guarded; these guards say only that
went from orders to tradition, and from dragon Brazzemal. she's gone into hiding to avoid the atten-
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tions of her enemies for now. If the PCs nestled in a wide, open cavern. Hundreds the phylactery vault. Additionally, they
can make the unfriendly guards helpful, of multi-leveled buildings and towers wove a powerful spell over the entire
and if they've visited Lashonna before, rise inside this cavern, creating a vertical city, similar to that of a !leas, that would
the guards aSsure them that she'll con- cityscape of spires, battlements, and stone subconsciously compel the giants to for-
tact them when she can, but that for now bridges. Spires of rock protruding pre- ever guard the vault. Unfortunately, the
they should continue on their mission cariously from the cliff's lower face rise up stone giant culture of Kongen-Thulnir
(the guards know the PCs are working on before the cityscape. Some of these spires died out within a few centuries, defeated
an important matter for their mistress, are barren, capped only by the odd bush by a more barbaric tribe of hill giants.
but don't know the exact details). or rock formation, but two support large Over the centuries to come, Kongen-

Characters who recall the strange little castles of their own, and connect to the Thulnir became a traditional contested
bard who served Prince leech may seek main city via slender bridges of stone. ground for the giant tribes of the Rift
rum out as well for advice. Unfortunately, Smoke rises from several parts of the Canyon, with rulership of the city chang-
the Ominous Fabler is nowhere to be ruined city, and many of the buildings are ing once or twice a century as new tribes
found, and his sudden disappearance has recently damaged or destroyed. The source of replaced the old. Yet for all the tribes that
left leech in such a mood that his staff this damage is readily apparent, for the city of have held Kongen-Thulnir, each felt the
spends its days quaking and pale, turning Kongen-Thulnir is under siege by dragons. pull of the ancient druidic magic and
away all visitors for both their safety. the desire to protect the Citadel of the

The method by which the PCs travel to As long as the characters remain at a Weeping Dragon. Further details on this
Kongen-Thulnir is up to them. Located distance, they can observe the dragon magical ward appear on the next page.
in the notorious Rift Canyon, Kongen- siege in relative safety. Before long, they The buildings of Kongen- Thulnir are
Thulnir is about 19° miles north-north- should also see giants active in the ruins, primarily composed of three-foot-thick
east of Alhaster. The Rift Canyon itself sometimes manning the various siege superior masonry walls, though in some
is a vast canyon that stretches more than engines that defend the ruins, at other places they abut the cavern walls or actu-
180 miles east to west through the heart times running for cover. Once the PCs ally delve back into the rock. Roofs are
of the Bandit Kingdoms. A rocky waste- approach Kongen-Thulnir, make cer- composed of the same masonry, sup-
land surrounds the Rift on all sides, and tain to mention dragons flying in the ported by beams of petrified wood that
rivers drain into the countless pits and distance, attacking other sections of the protrude from the walls. Ceilings are
caverns that riddle its depths. The law- city. This should set the PCs on edge, and twenty feet high. Doors are strong wood,
less folk of nearby settlements have used eventually the dragons themselves notice fifteen feet high and six inches thick Most
the Rift Canyon as a sanctuary from their them. The dragon attacks on the PCs are of these doors can be locked by sliding
enemies for many years, yet even they detailed in Event 3. bolts that are fairly simple to pick. Due to
have not fully explored the canyon. The the weight of these doors, each requires a
canyon is often swathed in thick fog Kong en- ThulniR DC 15 Strength check to open.
and infested with strange monsters, but Feat;uReS Superior Masonry Walls and Roofs: 3
for now, the PCs' attentions should be Built by ancient stone giants, Kongen- ft. thick; Hardness 8; hp 27°; Break DC
focused on the upper reaches of the Rift, Thulnir was constructed in large caverns 5°, Climb DC 20.
and upon the ruins ofKongen-Thulnir. in the face of the Rift's northern cliffs in Strong Wooden Door: 6 in. thick;

You should modify the following order to prevent easy access by enemies. Hardness 5; hp 60; Break DC (locked) 32;
description of Kong en- Thulnir as appro- The city's multi-level buildings mingle Open Lock DC 25.
priate, based on the method in which the with the walls of the cliffsidecavern and
PCs first arrive at the location. each other in a confusing array of alleys, Physical De.J:enses

stairs, doorways, and walls on a prodi- With its long history of warfare, the
An arid wasteland broken only by the occa- gious scale. The top of the upper city's dwellers of Kongen-Thulnir have cre-
sional rock formation or copse of scrub cavern lies 100 feet below the edge of the ated several special defenses designed to
oaks stretches to the horizon in all direc- cliff; while the canyon bottom is 1,000 enhance the city's natural defenses. The
tions save one. In this direction, the land feet below. primary weapons are ballistae and heavy
drops away into the immense gulf of the The Order of the Storm chose Kongen- catapults (described on pages 99-100 of
Rift Canyon. It stretches as far as the eye Thulnir as the place to hide Dragotha's the DUNGEON MASTER'S Guide) which use
can see to the east and west, a boggling phylactery because their alliance with both normal ammunition and the spe-
gash in the face of the world. The wind the stone giants that dwelt there was cial ammunition described below.
blowing over the strange rock formations secret, and because the location itselfwas Crawler Loads: These severed carrion
perched on the canyon's lips makes a hol- extremely defensible. Before they stole crawler heads have had their tentacles
low moaning sound. the phylactery, the druids constructed bobbed and orifices stitched shut. Cured

One hundred feet below the top of the the Citadel of Weeping Dragons to pro- and processed into hollow shells that
cliff, an immense ruined city of stone lies tect the chamber that would become maintain their rigidity, they shatter eas-



ily upon impact with a solid surface or 15 Heal check made during the removal Riftlords has fallen to the hill giant Bagg.
creature. Each crawler load contains a negates this additional damage. Unfortunately, Bagg's cowardice and lack
large reservoir of carrion crawler brain of leadership qualities ensured that the
juice poison. Bundled in burlap bags Magical De,j:enses civil war remained locked in a stalemate
and fired from catapults as ranged touch The ancient ward placed over the city until Dragotha's forces laid siege to the
attacks, a creature struck by one of these by the Order of the Storm causes those troubled ruins.
loads is drenched in distilled contact who live in the region (or are born there) The Riftlords currently control the
poison and must make aDC 24 Fortitude to develop a strong hatred of all things southern section of Kongen-Thulnir
save to resist becoming paralyzed for 2r14 draconic, and fosters an equally strong (areas M-Q).
rounds (the DC of this save is increased desire to protect the Citadel of Weep- Important Members: Achaime Silver-
due to the quantity of poison involved in ing Dragons from invasion. These effects eye, King of the Rift (NE venerable male
the attack). have weakend somewhat over the cen- cloud giant cleric of ErythnulI4); Bagg

Guylines: Heavy steel chains are turies, to the extent that some of the Harthgar, Captain of the Rift (LE male
strung at strategic places throughout giants born in the region lack this magi- hill giant fighter 10).
the city, anchored to portions of the cliff cal mandate-this is one of the primary Khargak-dwergun (Rift Crawlers): The
face. These chains are painted to match sources of the constant fighting between newest tribe of Kong en- Thulnir is in fact
the coloration of the stone of the city tribes in the region. a splinter tribe of hill giant dissidents
and cliffs. From the ruins themselves, the The ward also suppresses divination led by Charlgar, who had long rankled
guylines are easy to see during the day magic within the area of Kongen-Thul- under Achaime's rule. His failed coup
when they stand out against the sky. At nir. Any spell from this school cast within nearly cost him his life, and for the past
night, or when approaching the city from the city or from beyond the city against several months he has worked hard to
the air, they are much more difficult to a target within the city has a chance of rebuild his forces. His latest plan was
spot. A DC 25 Spot check allows a flying failure. The caster must make a DC 30 to engineer the theft of one of the two
creature to notice a guyline before it hits, caster level check in order for the spell keys required to access the phylactery
in which case it can make a DC 20 Reflex to succeed. vault in the Citadel ofWeeping Dragons.
save to avoid flying into the line. A fly- Charlgar had the aid of a traitorous frost
ing creature that strikes a guyline takes The Giant:s o,j: Kongen- giant named Vercinabex Tor, and the two
Id6 points of damage per 10 feet of their ThulniR of them left evidence to implicate the
fly speed. Any flying creature that takes Hundreds of individual giants and Riftlords in the hope that the Tiamikal
damage from a guyline must make a DC humanoids call the city of Kongen- Nul-Shada (see below) would attack their
20 Reflex save or be unable to move fur- Thulnir home. Most conform to the enemies. Unfortunately for Charlgar, the
ther in that round-if the creature can- standard examples of their races found dragon siege began before the Tiamikal
not hover, it falls. in the Monster Manual. Unique indi- Nul-Shada could stage their assault.

Heavy Harpoons: These broad-bladed viduals are detailed in the adventure as The Rift Crawlers claim the Undercity
barbed spears are fired from ballistae, they are encountered. now (areas E-H).
dealing damage as regular ballista bolts. Currently, the cloud giant Achaime Important Members: Charlgar, Chief-
On a hit, they lodge in an opponent who Silvereye rules the city, yet his time tain of the Khargak-dwergun (CE male
fails a Reflex save (DC 10 + the damage grows short. The venerable giant lies on hill giant fighter 10); Wilmot Cold-
dealt). A harpooned creature can move his deathbed, and the various tribes he tooth, assistant keeper (NE male dwarf
only at half speed and must make a DC had united under his rule are splinter- rogue 19).
15 Concentration check to cast spells. ing. Today, three giant factions dwell Tiamikal Nul-Shada: The third tribe
The harpoons have an attached chain within Kongen-Thulnir, each of which of giants in Kongen-Thulnir is also
anchored to a point of rock on a nearby is convinced that they have the right to the oldest. These are the Tiamikal
cliff face designed to break free when inherit rule of the city and that the other Nul-Shada, the keepers of the Citadel
tugged on sharply (such as by a harpooned two tribes should be put down. These of Weeping Dragons. The bulk of this
dragon). Once tugged, the 10,000 pound three tribes are detailed below. small but powerful tribe consists of
boulder breaks free and falls, increasing Khargakhan (Riftlords): The Khar- several fire giant fighters led by several
the creature's encumbrance and further gakhan are the loyalists of Kongen- diverse giants who have succumbed
dwindling its already-reduced fly speed, Thulnir, hill giants and fire giants who completely to the ancient wards of the
forcing its plummet into the canyon remain faithful to the King of the Rift, Order of the Storm. The Tiamika.l Nul-
below. An intelligent harpooned crea- Achaime Silvereye, despite the cloud Shada live only to protect the Citadel's
ture can remove a lodged harpoon as a giant's advancing age. Since the one-time inner vault from all intruders. None of
full-round action ifit has two free hands. subchief of the Khargakhan (a hill giant them suspects the nature of what they
This deals damage equal to that dealt by named Charlgar) attempted a coup but guard, although one of their members,
the initial harpoon strike, although a DC was defeated, the day-to-day rule of the Vercinabex Tor, believes a great treasure





is hidden within. This traitorous giant ledge is controlled by the gate here, a times to count in recent memory. Cur-
wants to sieze the contents of the vault forty-foot-tall, two-story structure made rently, no giants control the well, and its
for himself; and has secretly allied with of bronze wood poles bound with heavy waters are undefended.
Charlgar of the Rift Crawlers. chains. A sixty-foot tower with a battle-

Important Members: Kagro Thunder- ment roof and many loopholes watches D. FIamock Pinnacle
smiter, (LE male fire giant rogue 8/ over the area. This flat-topped pinnacle of rock is con-
dragonstalker 4); Vercinabex Tor, (NE Because the northern half of Kongen- nected to Kongen- Thulnir by a swaying
male frost giant sorcerer 16); Bram Thulnir became a warzone, the guards bridge of wood and chains. It once held
Cleftshank, (LE male fire giant ranger who were normally stationed here have catapult and ballista emplacements, but
2/dragonslayer 6). long since vacated their posts. they have all been destroyed by dragon

Creatures: A dozen hill giants have attacks. The charred and melted corpses
Kong en- Th uI niR Map holed up in this tower. Each is a member of dozens of giants lie on the stone.

Key of the Riftlords, and while they remain Characters moving about on this area
Key areas in the ruins ofKongen-Thul- loyal to King Achaime, they have little are exposed, and if they haven't attracted
nir are explored here, although most of interest in continuing the battle against Necrozyte yet (see Event 1), the fiend-
the buildings themselves are left unde- the Rift Crawlers since their commander ish green dragon spots them here and
tailed. You can develop these unmapped was slain by the fiendish green dragon attacks at once.
areas as you see fit to expand "Kings of Necrozyte. They suspect Necrozyte is still Necrozyte: hp 235; seep page 61.
the Rift." As the PCs explore Kongen- in the area, waiting for them to try to
Thulnir, remember that the ruins are escape, so they've decided to wait out the E. S'teps Of. 'the Ancien'ts
in the middle of an assault by dragons. siege in the relative safety of this tower. Handholds cut into the cliff face here
Some of the encounter areas in Kongen- Their initial attitude toward the PCs is provide a giant-sized ladder that
Thulnir contain scenes in which the hostile, but if: made helpful these giants descends 120 feet to the lower portion
PCs can take part in this battle, and the can serve as guides or allies, if promised of Kong en- Thulnir known as the Under-
section after the map key details several an escort back to King Achaime's palace city. A Large or larger creature can navi-
events that occur at specific times dur- (area P). gate this ladder with a DC 5 climb check,
ing the adventure. Hill Giants (12.): hp 102 each; Monster but smaller creatures must make a DC

Apart from the giants the PCs may Manual 123. 15 Climb check to do so. A slain mature
meet during these events and encoun- adult blue dragon lies in a bloody heap
ters, a large number of giants, orcs, B. N oR'theRn Kongen- at the base of the ladder, its teeth, horns,
ogres, bugbears, and troglodytes dwell ThulniR and claws having been claimed by giants
in Kongen-Thulnir. For the most part, The northern section of the ruined city as trophies.
you should use these creatures as non- had already seen its share of combat by
combat encounters since they'll hardly the time the dragon siege began, for it F. Un()eRci-cy
be a problem for the PCs. Mentioning was here that the majority of the skir- The bowels of the city are filthy and reek
a group of orcs fleeing for cover or a mishes betWeen the Riftlords and the horribly-before civil war came to Kon-
band of bugbear archers being slain by a Rift Crawlers has taken place. Buildings gen- Thulnir, the Undercity served as the
dragon in the background here and there stacked one upon the other rise almost slums. Now, the place is the home of the
can help establish the frantic mood of to the cavern's loo-foot ceiling at the rear Rift Crawler tribe. Those unfortunate
the siege. . wall. None of the dwellings delve far into giants who dwelt here and didn't swear

Most of these inhabitants of the city the mountain. This area's residents are loyalty to the Rift Crawlers were dragged
(giant and non-giant alike) have an primarily hill giants with bugbear slaves, to the edge and hurled to their deaths.
indifferent attitude toward the party, although those that remain here have This area has been spared the brunt
as they are much more concerned with retreated deep into their homes to hide. of the attack by the dragons. The build-
the attacking dragons. If their attitude ings form a hive of overlapping walls,
is changed to helpful, they may be able C. Ci-cy Well zigzagging alleys, and claustrophobic
to give the PCs directions to somewhere Water gurgles up into a cistern cut in the tenements. Many of the ruin's inden-
in the city, or tell them a little about the rock, where it is funneled into an aque- tured servants (primarily orcs, bugbears,
current political climate. duct that travels under a bridge and over and troglodytes) dwelt here, and as a:

the cliff's edge. The river is only 5 feet result many of the buildings have been
A. Ci-cy Ga'te (El 14) deep and the current is not very strong. modified for use by Medium creatures.
The only land route into Kongen- Thul- The smooth-sided cistern itselfis 40 feet The ceiling of this cavern is only 60 feet
nir is a thirty-foot-wide ledge that winds deep. The w~ter here is pure, although high, and roofs of many of the buildings
down from the edge of the Rift Canyon control over it has shifted between the scrape against it near the back wall.
above. Access to Kongen - Thulnir via this Riftlords and the Rift Crawlers too many



G- House of. "the Rif."t Creatures: A dozen hill giants and half roof They assume anyone approach-
CRaw leRS (EL 16) a dozen fire giants are entrenched in this ing the tower without a Rift Crawler
This shabby structure has been crudely tower, unable to escape, but so far their escort is the enemy, and open fire with
fortified to serve as the headquarters of skill with siege weapons has prevented crawler loads (thrown by hand as if
the Rift Crawler giants, although the the dragons from destroying it. Brazze- they were boulders), hurled boulders,
cagey giants have taken care to disguise mal believes this tower to be one of three and standard ballista loads upon any-
their fortifications as rubble and ruin. sites most likely to hide Dragotha's phy- one who approaches within 60 feet of
The Rift Crawlers within consist of 27 lactery (the other two being the Palace at the tower. The giants know little about
hill giants, all of whom have had run- area P and the Citadel at area R), and for the siege, but they do know that their
ins with the dragons and none of whom now focuses his attacks here, with the leader, Charlgar, has retreated to the
want to venture back outside until the aid of five adult green dragons. Once the Carrion Pit. Significantly braver than
siege blows over. Their leader, Charlgar, dragons destroy the tower (which should their cowardly kin in area G, these
is absent, and the Rift Crawlers fear that occur at some point when the PCs are giants refuse to abandon their post.
he was slain in one of the first dragon watching elsewhere in the ruins), he
attacks. In fact, Charlgar barely escaped moves on to the Palace. RIFT GIANT FIGHTER (7) CR 12
death when the red dragon Brazzemal If the PCs try to reach this bunker, Hill giant fighter 5
attacked him and his minions during they'll find themselves targeted not only NE Large giant
an assault on King's Gate Tower (area by the dragons that are laying siege to the Monster Manual 123
M). Charlgar managed to escape to the structure, but by the giants who man the Init +3; Senses low-light vision; Listen +5,
Carrion Pit (area H), where he hopes to siege weapons within. Ultimately, there's Spot +5
outwait the siege. nothing of interest for the PCs-all Languages Giant

Hill Giants (27): hp 102 each; Monster they'll find here is a tough, deadly fight. AC 26, touch 8, flat-footed 26
Manual 123. Brazzemal avoids direct confrontations hp 149 (17 HD)

with the PCs at this time, instead leav- Fort +16, Ref +4, Will +S
H. The CaRRion Pi"t ing them to his green dragons while he Spd 30 ft.
Traditionally the city's midden and dump, retreats further into the Rift Canyon, Melee* mwkwarhammer+20j+lSj+l0
an enterprising dwarf named Wilmot biding his time. (2d6+11jx3)
uses this building as a place to distill the Hill Giants (12): hp 102 each; Monster Ranged rock +12 (2d6+8) or
carrion crawler brain juice poison used Manual 123. crawler load +12 touch (paralysis for 2d4
in Kongen-Thulnir's defense. This area is Fire Giants (6): hp 142 each; Monster rounds, DC 24 Fort. resists)
detailed further in Part Three. Manual 121. Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft.

Brazzemal the Burning: hp 527; see Base Atk +14; Grp +26
I. FaR ToweR BRi()ge page 84. Atk Options Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved

A natural stone bridge, 20 feet wide and Adult Green Dragons (5): hp 230 each; Bull Rush, Improved Overrun, Improved
10 feet thick, connects the Undercity to Monster Manual 75. Sunder, Power Attack
the Far Tower Rock (area J). Numerous Combat Gear potians of cure moderate
guylines protect this bridge, although K. Rouoo House (EL 18) wounds (2), potion of resist fire, potion
nearly a third of the cleverly-hidden This heavily fortified tower rises to a of lellitate
chains have been broken by dragons height of60 feet. Outfitted with two bal- *3-point Power Attack
attempting to destroy it. listae and one light catapult, this bun- Abilities Str 26, Dex 8, Con 19, Int 6, Wis 10,

ker has been targeted a few times by the Cha 7
J. FaR ToweR Rock (EL 24) dragons but remains undamaged for the SQ rock catching
A 110-foot-tall tower squats atop this most part. Feats Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved Bull
stone pinnacle. The tower is heavily Creatures: This tower is currently Rush, Improved Initiative, Improved
fortified, with two heavy catapults and held by a group of seven hill giant Overrun, Improved Sunder, Power Attack,
four ballistae atop it. A winch and pul- fighters loyal to the Rift Crawlers. Weapon Focus (warhammer), Weapon
ley brings heavy supplies up from the Although control over this key for- Specialization (warhammer)
bridge below. This tower's position gives tification has traditionally changed Skills Climb +7 ,jump +7, Listen +S, Spot +S
it a great tactical advantage over anyone between them and the Riftlords on a Possessions combat gear, masterwork
who attacks the city itself; and its clear weekly basis, this band of giants hap- half-plate, masterwork heavy steel shield,
lines of fire allow for attacks on dragons pened to be in. command when the masterwork warhammer, 100 gp
throughout the ruins. The tower has dragon siege began. Three of the giants
taken a beating as a result, and during take cover inside the tower, catching L. The Le()ge (EL 19)
this adventure it remains one of the pri- what rest they can, while the other This relatively narrow stretch of ledge
mary strike points for the dragons. three man the weapons on the tower was where most of Kongen-Thulnir's



craftsmen dwelt, although when the civil gain cover, higher ground, flanking posi- Beyond the arch stretches an unsup-
war began these folk found themselves tions, and every other advantage possible ported natural stone bridge, 10 feet
on the uncomfortable border between against anyone who tries to assault the wide and 10 feet thick. Although it looks
the two warring tribes. The giants and palace (area P) on foot. Guylines are thick like it could fall into the canyon at any
bugbears here gathered their gear and in the air above these buildings. moment, it is quite sturdy and can sup-
relocated rather than try to keep their port the weight of several giants at once
homes on the battlefront. A single, still- O. BaRRacks House with ease.
functional ballista exists on this ledge, its This large structure once held a garrison
hill giant crew lying dead nearby, victims ofRiftlord soldiers. It is now a partially- R. The Cit:abel of.
of green dragon breath. The ballista still collapsed, burnt-out shell, having been Weeping DRagons
has seven bolts remaining and three har- one of the first targets destroyed by the This citadel guards the vault that con-
poon loads. Guylines have been strung dragons. The hindquarters of an old tains Dragotha's phylactery. It is detailed
between the cliff face 5° feet above the blue dragon are visible protruding from further in Part Four.
ledge and the side of area J. as well as the smoldering rubble where it crashed.
between the cliff and another rock pin- There are no survivors in the building- PART TWO: TH E
nacle south ofJ. the giants who were once stationed here DRAGON SIEGE

Creature: One of the more dangerous have relocated to the palace (area P). Dozens of dragons comprise the force
and exotic dragons to take part in the called together by Dragotha to recover
siege is the wyrm fang dragon Xyzanth. P. Rif.t:loRb Palace his phylactery and lay waste to Kon-
This ferocious dragon has taken up This imposing edifice is the personal gen-Thulnir. The dragons are led by a
temporary residence in a small cavern domain of King Achaime Silvereye. Its murderous ancient red dragon named
about 3° feet below the ballista, and if fa~ade is heavily damaged, but its inte- Brazzemal. Most ofBrazzemal's dragons
he hasn't already confronted the PCs, he rior remains sound. The palace cham- are younger creatures, but there are a
may do so here. bers extend deeply into the wall of the few dragons of great fame and prowess

Xyzanth: hp 412; see page 65. Rift Canyon, and here the aged king and leading the attack. Ten minutes of obser-
his retinue huddle for shelter. Achaime vation and a DC 25 Spot check allows a

M. King's Gat:e ToweR is extremely old and no longer an able character to estimate the number of
This forty-foot-tall tower stands along- combatant, yet he remains a powerful dragons taking part in the raid. There are
side a twenty-foot-high set of heavy presence in the ruins. Hiding with him approximately a dozen young adult black
wooden gates built into a stone gate- in the tunnels are his new sub-chief dragons, 10 adult green dragons, about
house. Traditionally, this gate separated Bagg, a half dozen hill giant fighters, a half a dozen mature adult blue dragons,
the southern city (where the giant "nobil- dozen fire giants. twice that many mun- and four unique dragons. Additional
ity" dwelt) from the northern section dane hill giant retainers, and several dragon bodies can be seen here and
(where the common folk lived). The gate dozen simpering bugbear servants. The there in the ruins, and certainly more of
was recently assaulted by Brazzemal and entrances to the palace have been sealed, them lie hidden in a tangled heap hun-
his dragons, and the Riftlord giants who and the giants within have no interest dreds of feet below in the misty depths
were stationed here were forced to flee in emerging until the dragons move on. of the canyon.
to the palace. The tower now stands par- Achaime's palace represents an excellent Spotting the four unique dragons
tially ruined and empty. place to expand the scope of this adven- requires not only study of specific parts

ture, for the secret vaults deep within of the city, but successful Spot checks fol-
N. King's Enclave hold the treasures amassed by several lowed by successful Knowledge (arcana)

When Brazzemal and his dragons first generations of giant kings. or bardic knowledge checks to recognize
arrived in Kongen-Thulnir, their initial the dragon in question.
assault was against this section of the Q. The Bl000 ARch Brazzemal the Burning (Area J; DC 15
city. They caused a fair amount of dam- This arch of blood-red stone rises 60 Spot; DC 20 Knowledge): Brazzemal is a
age before they attracted the attention feet above the ledge. Its eastern surface notorious ancient red dragon. Hundreds
of the dragonslayers from the Citadel of is painted with ochre and inscribed in of years ago, his fury brought an age of
Weeping Dragons and made a strategic Giant with warnings and praise for valor fire down upon several southern nations,
retreat to focus their attentions on the in combat against their enemies. The and countless adventurers perished in an
northern portion of the ruins. ancient stone giants constructed this attempt to locate the dragon's lair in the

This section has suffered heavy dam- to honor their fallen warriors after the inhospitable Hellfurnaces. Eventually,
age, and bodies of giants litter the ground battle against Kyuss. An investigation of the dragon allied with the giant armies
alongside a few dragon corpses. The whole the runes reveals characters for "Worm" of King Snurre and played a part in the
area is split into terraces and 10-foot-deep quite often, although this word could razing of Sterich. He hasn't been heard
fighting positions, allowing the giants to also mean "Dragon." from in nearly two decades.



DM's Information: Brazzemal was slain DM's Information: Xyzanth serves DRagon Fea'ts
by adventurers 19 years ago in a volca- Dragothaas a scout and assassin,arole he S I fth d ' th ' devera 0 e ragons In IS a ven-
roc cavern beneath King Snurre's halls, has held for nearly eight centuries. When tu re possess feats from the Draconom-
only to be resurrected several years later he received the summons to aid Brazze- icon. The game effects of these feats
by an agent of Kyuss who offered the mal,Xyzanth was loath to heed the call of are summarized below.
dragon a position of power at Dragotha's his old master until the undead dragon Multisnatch: When grappling with
side. Brazzemal ate the cleric, then flew promised him carnage and slaughter only the part of the body that made
north on his sound advice and sought on a magnificent scale. Lured from his the attack, the dragon takes only a -10
out Dragotha in the Wormcrawl Fissure, deep caverns, he came to the Rift seeking penalty on grapple checks to maintain
pledging his allegiance to the undead nothing more than to do battle with the the h~ld.
dragon in thanks for his return to life. most powerful of the Kings of the Rift. Quicken Breath: When the dragon

. .. uses this feat his breath weapon is aNecrozyte (DC 27 Knowledge): ThIS Dragotha called him for Just that reason, 1: ' '
b h '

fi d . h ld d h ' I fr h h ' h ld h . ft ., Iree action to use, ut e must walten IS 0 green ragon aI s om t e OpIng e wou occupy ten CIty s . dd' t ' I d b 1: ' h'

4 a Ilona roun s elore using IS
Nine Hells, where she served as a guard- best defenders while the rest of the force breath weapon again.

ian over one ofTiamat's hoards. When searches for the phylactery. Recover Breath: The interval
a particularly sly adventuring party between uses of a dragon's breath
recently stole a book of infinite spells from Even't 1: Fien()ish weapon is reduced by 1, to a minimum
this hoard, Tiamat exiled Necrozyte to Welcane (El .20) of 1 round.
the Material Plane, where she has main- No matter how the PCs arrive in Kon- Shape Breath: Allows a dragon to
tained a relatively low profile. The first gen-Thulnir, they happen to enter the use a line-shaped breath weapon as a .
time the PCs encounter Necrozyte is in ruins at a point where the fiendish green cone~ or a cone-shaped breath w,eapon
Event l' they have no chance to spot her dragon Necrozyte is patrolling. as a line; when a dragon uses this feat,, . he must wait 1 additional round before
before thiS event occurs. Creatures: Necrozyte has been ordered ' h' b h ', . using IS reat weapon again.

DM's InformatIon: Necrozyte's hatred by Brazzemal to patrol the penmeter of T
t B th Wh B I. . lempes rea: en razzema

ofTlamat fuels her loyalty to her new Kongen-Thulmr and to watch for anyone uses this feat, he must wait 1 addi-

master, Dragotha. She hopes to learn trying to sneak out of the city. The red tional round before using his breath
the secret ofDragotha's unnatural exis- dragon chose Necrozyte for this mission weapon again, Tempest Breath adds
tence so that she can return to Avernus not only because her rin,g of invisibility hurricane-force winds to his breath
as a dracolich and organize the over- affords her greater stealth than the other weapon; consult Table 3-24 on page
throw of the Chromatic Dragon. dragons, but because of her especially 95 of the DUNGEON MASTER'S Guide for

Vermirox (All Areas; DC 20 Spot; DC keen senses. Unless the PCs take excel- the effects of hurricane-force wind.

25 Knowledge): Vermirox is a loud and lent precautions to avoid being observed,
obnoxious old blue dragon that has dwelt Necrozyte notices their entrance into the
in the Rift Canyon for nearly 500 years. city and swoops down to attack. Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. (15 ft. with bite)
Rumor holds that his lair is an immense Base Atk +26; Grp +44
cavern below Wraithkeep at the eastern N EC ROZYTE C R 20 Atk Options Flyby Attack, Power Attack, Qu icken
edge of the canyon. Female old fiendish green dragon Breath; smite good 1/day(+20 damage)

DM's Information: Vermirox obeys LE Huge dragon (air, extraplanar) Special Atk breath weapon (50 ft. cone, 16d6
Dragotha mostly out off ear; in his heart, Monster Manual 74,107 acid, DC 29 Reflex half)
he loathes the dracolich and wants to Init +0; Senses blindsense 60 ft., Spells Prepared (CL 9th, +24 ranged touch)
control the Rift Canyon himself: Of all darkvision 120 ft., low-light vision; 4th-bestow curse (DC 18), phantasmal
the dragons in the siege, he is the most Listen +38, Spot +38 killer (DC 18)
likely to betray Dragotha if the situation Aura frightful presence (DC 27,240 ft. radius) 3rd-dispel magic, haste, lIampiric touch
warrants such an action. Languages Abyssal, Auran, Common, 2nd-darkness,j1aming sphere (DC 16),

Xyzanth (Area L; DC 3° Spot; DC 3° Draconic, Infernal "summon swarm, web (DC 16)
Knowledge): Xyzanth is a particularly AC 33, touch 8, flat-footed 33;' Ist-mage armor, magic missile, protection
rare dragon known as a fang dragon. hp 325 (26 HD); DR 10/magic from good, shield, true strike
Denizens of the most remote mountain Immune acid, paralysis, sleep o-arcane mark, dancing lights, detect
ranges, fang dragons lack the distinctive Resist cold 10, fire 10; SR 25 magic, ghost saund (DC 14), mage hand,
breath weapon attack of most dragons, Fort +21, Ref +15, Will +19 ray of frost, read magic, resistance
yet their bite can drain away life at a hor- Spd 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) Spell-Like Abilities (CL 9th)
rific rate. Xyzanth dwelt in the depths of Melee* bite +32 (2d8+18) and 3/day-suggestion (DC 17)
the Griff Mountains, where he warred 2 claws +3° (2d6+13) and l/day-plant growth
endlessly with the orcs and dwarves of 2 wings +3° (ld8+13) and *5-point Power Attack
the mountains. tail slap +30 (2d6+23)



Abilities Str 31, Dex 10, Con 23, Int 18, Wis

19, Cha 18

SQ water breathing

Feats Alertness, Flyby Attack, Hover,

Multiattack, Power Attack, Quicken Breath,

Skill Focus (Listen, Spot), Wingover

Skills Bluff +33, Concentration +35,

Diplomacy +8, Hide +21, Intimidate +35,

Knowledge (the planes) +33, Listen +38,

Move Silently +29, Search +33, Sense

Motive +33, Spot +38

Possessions amulet of mighty fists +3, ring

of invisibility
Tactics: Necrozyte hovers about 100

feet above the PCs once she spots them,

taking the time to cast ma,ge armor, shield,

protection from ,good, and haste on herself

Each round, the PCs may make Listen

checks opposed by her Move Silently

check to notice her. On the fifth round,

she swoops down on the PCs, using a

quickened breath weapon attack and a

smite good bite against any obvious

paladins or good characters. Necro-

zyte's tactics once battle begins 1...,1

make heavy use of Flyby Attack

and her magic spells. She only

resorts to her physical attacks if

confronted with enemies that

can match her aerial mobility.

Development: If the PCs
manage to sneak into Kon- '

gen-Thulnir without Necro- ~
'I,

zyte noticing them, they may
still have to battle the fiendish green
dragon if they spend any time exploring
area D of the ruins.

Ominious FableR
Event; 2: An Unexpecteb
Visi'toR (El 20)
In "The Prince of Redhand," the PCs

encountered a strange little man known

as the Ominous Fabler. In that adven-

ture, the Ominous Fabler served Prince

leech as a fool and a herald, and while he

may not have left much of an impression

on the PCs, they certainly did on him.

The Ominous Fabler's real name is

Gazzilfek. Up until quite recently, his

true master was a stone giant thane

named Kolvant Granitebones, leader of a

declining tribe of giants who once ruled

Kongen-Thulnir before they were forced

out by the Riftlords. Kolvant recently

experienced a terrible vision wherein he

reail-
zed this, but the canny rogue nonethe-
less was able to learn about Dragotha's
connection to the Age of Worms.

The Ominous Fabler wasted no time
returning to the Rift Canyon and infil-
trating the Worm crawl Fissure. He
hoped to learn details concerning the
Age of Worms by exploring the source,
but unfortunately his overconfidence
led to his doom when he was captured

by Dragotha.
The undead dragon wasted no time,

and oversaw Gazzilfek's transforma-

beheld Kyuss' return. While he prepared
a pilgramage to Kongen-Thulnirto try to
recruit the Riftlords' aid, he sent Gazzil-
fek out into the world to learn what he
could of the Age ofWorms. The spriggan's
journeys took him to Alhaster,just as the
PCs were drawn there, and not long after
the PCs spoke to Lashonna at the start of
"The Library of Last Resort" he secured
his own meeting with the mysterious
woman. Lashonna had little use for the
spriggan and sent him away once she

tion into one of the favored spawn of

Kyuss. Now a complete thrall of Kyuss,

Grazzilfek revealed all he knew to Drago-

tha, including the fact that the PCs are

somehow involved in the forces moving

against him. It was at this point that the

PCs released the hidden lore of the Order

of the Storm, and before long Dragotha

learned that his phylactery was hidden

in Kongen-Thulnir. He sent Brazzemal

and his dragons to secure the site, but he

knows the PCs could present a problem.

Dragotha turned to his newest minion

with a mission.

Gazzilfek has been commanded to

travel to Kongen-Thulnir and seek out

the PCs. Once he makes contact with

them, Dragotha wants him to secure

their trust and provide what aid he

can in locating the phylactery. The

dracolich fully expects Brazzemal

and his dragons to be successful,

but in the event the PCs make it

to the phylactery first, the Omini-

ous Fabler will be there to finish

the job.

Creature: The Ominous Fabler

approaches the PCs at some point
! after they arrive in Kongen- Thul-

nir and after their battle with

Necrozyte. If things are going

poorly for the PCs in the battle

against the fiendish green dragon,

Gazzilfek can even step in to aid

them. Although he's been trans-

formed by Kyuss worms into one of

the undead, his rinfJ of chameleon power

and his talent for trickery should allow

him to disguise himself as one of the

living. Ifhe establishes peaceful contact

with the PCs, he explains to them that

they caught his eye during Zeech's gala.

He admits that he'd grown tired of the

decadent prince, and saw in the PCs the

stuff of heroes. He abandoned Zeech not

long after the gala, but had a tough time

finding the PCs. It wasn't until now that

he managed to catch up to them, and

now that he has, he makes them an offer.

He'll accompany them as a chronicler of

their adventures so that future genera-

tions will know every detail of their fight

against the Age of Worms.

The Ominous Fabler's tactics are

insidious; by playing to the ego ofpow-



erful adventurers, he hopes to gain their AC 25, touch 18, flat-footed 25; Dodge, or ranged touch attack, hurling a worm
trust and their friendship. He takes care Mobility; improved uncanny dodge at a foe up to 10 feet away. Each worm
to not seem a sycophant, but if one of hp 123 (19 HD); fast healing 5 ; DR 10/silver is a Fine vermin with AC 10 and 1 hit
the PCs in particular seems to appreci- Immune undead traits point that can be killed by damage or
ate his flattery he does focus his atten- Fort +5, Ref +24, Will +10; improved evasion the touch of silver. On Gazzilfek's next
tions there. As long as he remains with Spd 30 ft. action, the worm burrows into its host's
the PCs, he stays at the edge of battles, Melee +0 defending short sword +19/+14/+9 flesh. A creature with a natural armor
observing events with a sparkling eye. (ld8+6/19-20) or bonus of +5 or better is immune to
He'll support them with his bardic unarmed strike +18/+13/+8 (ld4+6 plus this burrowing effect. The worm deals
music as he can, and may rush in to try Kyuss' gift) or 1 point of damage per round for Id4+1
to stabilize a wounded character or oth- worm +18 touch (create spawn) rounds, during which time remove curse

erwise save the day if the opportunity Ranged +1 light crossbow +19/+14/+9 or remove disease destroys it and a dispel
presents itself; but for the most part he (ldl0+l/19-20) or evil or neutralize poison delays its progress
avoids combat. This isn't cowardice, it's worm +18 touch (create spawn) for 10d6 minutes. A successful DC 20
common sense. If called on his actions, Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Heal check can extract and kill it. Once
he points out that ifhe doesn't survive, Base Atk +12; Grp +22 the worm reaches the brain, it deals Id2
the party's story won't survive. Atk Options Combat Expertise, Spring points of Intelligence damage per round

Apart from his devotion to Dragotha Attack; sneak attack +6d6 until it is either killed or it slays its host
and the fact that he's actuallyundead, the Special Atk create spawn, foul embrace, (death occurs at 0 Intelligence). A Small,
Ominous Fabler keeps no secrets from wormburst Medium, or Large creature slain by a
the PCs. He readily admits to them that Combat Gear potions ofjly (2), wand of worm rises as a spawn of Kyuss (not a
he's actually a spriggan (pointing out that invisibility (42 charges) favored spawn) in Id6+4 rounds; smaller
even leech didn't realize this), and that Spells Known (CL 2nd) creatures simply putrefy while larger
he serves as advisor and spy for a stone 1st (2/day)-feather fall, grease (DC 16) creatures become zombies. The spawn of
giant thane whose tribe once ruled this 0 (3/day)-dancing lights, mage hand, Kyuss is detailed on page 186 of Monster
city. He explains how the thane's vision mending, message, prestidigitation Manual ".
caused him to seek out information on Abilities Str 22, Dex 24, Con -, Int 15, Wis Fear Aura (Su) Gazzilfek radiates a fear effect
the Age of Worms, and how his research 8, Cha 20 that duplicates the effects ofthefear spell
brought him to Alhaster. He claims that SQ bardic knowledge +4, bardic music 2/day (caster level 7th, Will save DC 19), except

all of these events were little more than (countersong,fascinate, inspire courage that it affects all creatures within a 40-foot
destiny ensuring that his path would +1), size change, trapfinding, trap sense radius. A creature that makes the saving
cross that of these great heroes. +4, turn resistance +3 throw to resist this effect is immune to

Once Gazzilfek contacts the PCs and Feats Combat Expertise, Dodge, Improved Gazzilfek's aura for 24 hours. While he is
explains that he's a spriggan, he assumes Initiative, Improved Unarmed Strike, disguised, Gazzilfek suppresses this aura;
Large size. He reverts to Small size only Lightning Reflexes, Mobility, Rapid Reload he can activate it as a free action.
if the PCs command it. In either size, the (light crossbow), Spring Attack, Weapon Foul Embrace (Su) By pressing his face
Ominous Fabler is a somewhat sinister- Finesse, Weapon Focus (short sword) against a helpless victim, Gazzilfek can
looking gnome-like humanoid with a Skills Balance +9, Bluff +21, Climb +18, infest the victim with 2d6 Kyuss worms.
prodigious nose, beady eyes, and pointed Diplomacy +11, Disable Device +19, Hide This ability is treated as his create
ears. In his true form, his eyes are empty +ll,jump +8,lntimidate +18, Listen spawn ability, save that a victim slain by
sockets with fat green worms writhing +15, Move Silently +32, Open Lock +19, this infestation rises as a favored spawn
within. His flesh is sallow and rotten, Perform (comedy) +16, Perform (oratory) of Kyuss.
and he's taken to wearing scented oils to +13, Perform (wind instruments) +6, Kyuss' Gift (Su) A creature hit by
mask the stench. Sense Motive +16, Sleight of Hand +35, Gazzilfek's unarmed strike must make

Tumble +28 a DC 12 Fortitude save or contract this
GAZZILFEK, THE OMINOUS FABLER CR 20 Possessions combat gear, leather armor +5, supernatural disease. The incubation
Male spriggan favored spawn of Kyuss rogue +3 defending short sword, +1 light crossbow period is 1 day, and the disease deals Id6

12/bard 2 with 20 bolts, helm ofteleportation, ring points of Constitution damage and Id4
CE Large undead of chameleon power, gloves of Dexterity +4, points of Wisdom damage. These effects
Fiend Folio 163, DRAGON #336 scented oils worth 500 gp manifest as rotting flesh and dementia,
Init +11; Senses low-light vision; Listen +15, Create Spawn (Su) Once per round as a and an affected creature gets only half the

Spot -1 free action, Gazzilfek can transfer a Kyuss benefits of natural and magical healing.
Aura fear aura (40-ft. radius, Will DC 19) worm to an oppopnent whenever he Size Change (Su) At will, Gazzilfek can
Languages Common, Giant, Gnome hits with an unarmed strike. Alternately, change his size, alternating between

he may do so as a melee touch attack



Sleight of Hand +37, Tumble +30

Wormburst (Su) Once per day as a standard

action, Gazzilfek can expel a lO-foot-

radius burst of Kyuss worms from his

body. All creatures in this area must make

a DC 24 Reflex save or become infested by

Id6 Kyuss worms.

Tactics: Although the Ominous Fabler

is cagey, there's a good chance that the

PCs see through his subterfuge well in

advance of his betrayal in the phylactery

vault. If true seeinfj, detect undead, or good

old-fashioned PC paranoia unveils the

truth, Gazzilfek activates his fear aura
and wormburst abilities if the PCs are in

range, and then uses his helm ofteleporta-

tion to flee to the Wormcrawl Fissure. He

returns to Kongen-Thulnir a few hours

later, appearing near Brazzemal. His
tactics at this point change; he begins

stalking the PCs, following them secretly

and harassing them with ranged attacks

during battles.

have more or less retreated into build-
ings for shelter, and as a result the PCs
won't have to interact with them much
as they move from location to location
in the ruins.

Keep track of the number of dragons
comprising the assault force. You should
have the PCs face an attack by dragons
at least once whenever they travel for a
significant distance in the ruins. Three
sample dragon encounters (one minor,
one moderate, and one major) would
comprise the following attackers.

Minor (EL 15): Four young adult black
dragons led by an adult green dragon.

Moderate (EL IJ): Four adult green

dragons.
Major (EL 19): Three adult green dragons

led by two mature adult blue dragons.
Vermirox (EL 20): At some point during

the adventure, likely as the PCs attempt
to reach the Citadel ofWeeping Dragons,
they are attacked by the blue dragon Ver-
mirox. This dangerous dragon prefers to
let his minions handle the PCs, but once
they've proven their mettle against the
lesser dragons he takes matters into his
own talons and tries to finish them off: A
fight with Vermirox is an EL 20 encoun-

Even-c 3: Smapng Runs
(EL VaRiable)
Once the PCs begin exploring Kongen-
Thulnir, they'll inevitably draw the atten-
tion of the attacking dragons. The giants

Large and Small. When he's Small, his

statistics change as follows:

Init +13

AC 26, touch 19, flat-footed 26

Ref+26

Spd 20 ft.

Melee +0 defending short sword

+23/+18/+13 (ld4+1/19-20) or
unarmed strike +22/+17/+12 (ld2+1 plus

Kyuss' gift) or

worm +22 touch (create spawn)

Ranged +1 light crossbow +23/+18/+13

(ld6+1/19-20) or

worm +22 touch (create spawn)

Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.

Grp +10

Atk Options sneak attack +9d6

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 8th, ranged

touch +22)

At will-produce flame, scare (DC 17),

shatter (DC 17)

Abilities Str 14, Dex 28

Skills Balance +9, Bluff +21, Climb +14,

Diplomacy +11, Disable Device +21,

Hide +21,jump +4, Intimidate +18,

Listen +15, Move Silently +34, Open

Lock +21, Perform (comedy) +16,

Perform (oratory) +13, Perform (wind

instruments) +6, Sense Motive +16,



ter since he brings two mature adult blue gaseous form Special Atk crush (4d8+18, Reflex DC 30
dragons with him for support. 2nd (7/day)-detect thoughts (DC 16),fog negates), tail sweep (2d8+18 plus trip,

Xyzanth (EL 19f If Brazzemallearns cloud, mirror image, resist energy Reflex DC 30 half)
that the PCs have recovered one of the 1st (7/day)-grease (DC 15), mage Spells Prepared (CL 13th, ranged touch +29)
vault keys, he contacts the fang dragon armor, protection from good, shield, 6th (4/day)-chain lightning (DC 20),
Xyzanth and orders him to track down ray of enfeeblement greater dispel magic
the PCs and attempt to win the key 0 (6/day)-arcane mark, dancing lights, 5th (6/day)-feeblemind (DC 19),
from them. detect magic, ghost sound (DC 14), mage sending, teleport

Remember that some of these dragons hand, ray of frost, read magic, resistance 4th (7/day)-confusion (DC 18), death ward,
may have already been in several fights Spell-Like Abilities (CL 10th) Evard's black tentacles, greater invisibility
by the time they attack the PCs. Feel free 3/day-createfdestroy water (DC 27), 3rd (7/day)-displacement,jireball (DC 17),
to reduce their current hit points by ventriloquism (DC 15) haste, stinking cloud (DC 17)
25% or even 50% to account for previous l/day-hallucinatory terrain (DC 18) 2nd (7/day)-death knell (DC 16), Melfs
battles, although keep in mind this will *3-point Power Attack acid arrow, mirror image, resist energy,
make the dragon encounters a bit easier. Abilities Str 31, Dex 10, Con 23, Int 18, Wis see invisibility
The four named dragons should always 19, Cha 18 1st (7/day)-burning hands (DC 15), mage

be encountered at peak health. SQ sound imitation armor, ray of enfeeblement, sanctuary
Young Adult Black Dragons (12): hp Feats Blind-Fight, Cleave, Hover, Improved (DC 15), unseen servant

152 each; Monster Manual 72. Initiative, Improved Natural Attack (bite), 0 (6/day)-acid splash, arcane mark, detect
Adult Green Dragon (10): hp 230 each; Multiattack, Power Attack, Quicken magic, daze (DC 14),j1are (DC 14), mage

Monster Manual 75. Breath, Recover Breath, Shape Breath hand, message, ray offtost, resistance
Mature Adult Blue Dragons (6): hp 276 Skills Bluff +34, Concentration +36, Spell-Like Abilities (CL 13th)

each; Monster Manual 73. Diplomacy +36, Intimidate +36, At will-detect magic, read magic
Knowledge (arcana) +34, Knowledge 2/day-shield, telekinesis (DC 19)

VERMIROX CR 18 (geography) +34, Listen +34, Search +34, l/day-dispel magic, spell turning
Male old blue dragon Spellcraft +36, Spot +34 *10-point Power Attack
LE Huge dragon (earth) Possessions ring of telekinesis, dusty rose ioun Abilities Str 35, Dex 10, Con 23, Int 18, Wis
Monster Manual 72 stone, orange prism ioun stone 23, Cha 18
Init +4; Senses blindsense 60 ft., SQ increased damage, sound imitation

darkvision 120 ft., low-light vision; XVZANTH CR 19 Feats Blind-Fight, Cleave, Flyby Attack,
Listen +34, Spot +34 Male wyrm fang dragon Great Cleave, Hover, Improved Critical

Aura frightful presence (240-ft. radius, Will CN Gargantuan dragon (bite, claw), Improved Initiative, Improved
DC 27 negates) Draconomicon 159 Natural Attack (bite), Improved Sunder,

Languages Common, Draconic, Infernal, Init +4; Senses blindsense 60 ft., Power Attack, Stealthy
Giant, arc darkvision 120 ft., low-light vision; Skills Concentration +42, Escape Artist +36,

AC 35, touch 9, flat-footed 35 Listen +42, Spot +42 Hide +8, Intimidate +40, Knowledge
hp 337 (27 HD); DR 10/magic Aura frightful presence (330-ft. radius; Will (geography) +40, Listen +42, Move Silently
Immune electricity, paralysis, sleep DC 30 negates) +20, Search +40, Sense Motive +42, Spot +42
SR 24 Languages Common, Draconic, Dwarven, Possessions amulet of natural armor +5, ring
Fort +21, Ref +15, Will +19 arc, Undercommon of resistance +5 (as cloak of resistance +5),
Spd 40 ft., burrow 20 ft., fly ISO ft. (poor) AC 43, touch 6, flat-footed 43 ring of evasion
Melee* bite +32 (3d8+13) and hp 412 (33 HD); fast healing 2; DR 20/magic Ability Drain (Su) A fang dragon does not

2 claws +30 (2d6+8) and Immune paralysis, sleep have a breath weapon, but its bite drains
2 wings +30 (ld8+8) and SR 29 2d6 Constitution if the victim fails a
tail slap +30 (2d6+18) Fort +29, Ref +23, Will +29; evasion. DC 30 Fortitude save. The save DC is

Space IS ft.; Reach 10 ft. (IS ft. with bite) Spd 60 ft., fly ISO ft. (clumsy) Constitution-based.
Base Atk +27; Grp +45 Melee* bite +31 (6d8+22/19-20 plus 2d6 Increased Damage (Ex) Because of their
Atk Options Power Attack, Quicken Breath, Con) and sharp claws, teeth, and scales, fang

Shape Breath 2 claws +29 (4d6+16/19-20 plus trip) and dragons deal damage as if they were one
Special Atk breath weapon (100-ft. line or 2 wings +29 (2d8+16) and size category larger.

SO-ft. cone, 16d8 electricity, Reflex DC 29 tail slap +29 (4d6+28 plus trip) Sound Imitation (Ex) A fang dragon can
half), crush (2d8+1S, Reflex DC 29 negates) Space 20 ft.; Reach IS ft. (20 ft. with bite) mimic any voice or sound it has heard,

Spells Prepared (CL 10th, +25 ranged touch) Base Atk +33; Grp +57 anytime it likes. Listeners must succeed
4th (sfday)-dimension door,greater invisibility Atk Options Cleave, Flyby Attack, Great on a DC 30 Will save to detect the ruse.
3rd (7/day)-dispel magic,jireball (DC 17), Cleave, I mproved Sunder, Power Attack
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Whe~e's -Che itself, none of the other giants in Kon- II h" th PC d". genera y pus Ing e s onwar . ,Phylac-ce~y? gen~T.hul~lr suspe~t this. , In the end, thou h, the should fail
DIVination magic can also help In , , g ,y ,

At the start of this adventure, the PCs k. d th h I t (d 't In any direct assault against the Clta-, trac Ing own e p y ac ery on .
know little more about Dragotha s fi h d '" II . del of Weeping Dragons. If the PCsorget t at Ivlnatlon spe s require . ,
Phylactery than that it is located DC I I h k t f l take an exceptional amount of timea 30 caster eve c ec 0 unc- .
somewhere in Kongen-Thulnir. They " K Th I ' ) Alth h th to reach the Citadel, Brazzemal and

tlon In ongen- u nlr. oug e . .can find out it's kept in a vault below h I . If t b I t d b the remaining dragons may retreat top y actery Itse canno e oca e y ., ,the Citadel of Weeping Dragons in a II I' k d ' I t ' I t elsewhere In the Rift Canyon to bidespe s I e Iscern oca Ion or oca e h " .k' . t th C. d Inumber of ways the least of which is b' (d h d ' th It t elrtlme, strl Ing agalns e Ita e" 0 uect ue to t e war sin e vau .
by luckyguess An alliance with a giant II ) h k t th It with a vengeance once the PCs recover. wa s, t e two eys 0 e vau cer-
made helpful can point them in the tainly can. One of the two keys has the phylactery.
right direction as well-just before the b h . th C . P ' t The PCs should be able to rest and

een t rown Into e arrlon I ,
dragon siege began the tribes were ( ) h' l h th ,. recover their strength as necessary, area 10, W let e 0 er remains In "

abuzz with rumors that the Riftlords h . f th I d f th during this adventure; the dragonst e possession 0 e ea er 0 e .
had stolen one of the two keys neces- T . ' k I N I Sh d certainly dothe same. If the PCs retreat

lamia u-aa. fi Thl ' . 1 dtksary to enter the vault below the Cita- rom Kongen- u nlr entire y an a e
del. The Tiamikal Nul-Shada were in " several days to rest, they might just
fact readying hostile actions against A()venru~e Tlmelme return to find the entire place in ruins
the Riftlords before the dragon attack Although this adventure takes place and the phylactery missing. In this
threw the ruins into chaos. Although during a siege, there is no specific case, Brazzemal has claimed the phy-
the actual theft of the key was engi- timeline of events. Feel free to have lactery and returns it to Dragotha. The
nee red by Charlgar and a traitorous the dragons make progress as you see repercussions for this development
giant within the Tiamikal Nul-Shada fit, destroying parts of the ruins and are detailed in the next adventure.
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Trip (Ex) A fang dragon that hits with a seems to going decidedly in the dragons' armor, shield, and spell tuminfJbefore enter-
claw or tail attack can attempt to trip the favor, or against lone PCs; they prefer to ing combat. He attempts to get in as close
opponent as a free action. If the attempt avoid fighting more than one target at as possible to the PCs before beginning
fails, the opponent cannot react to trip once in melee. Breath weapon attacks, a fight with melee attacks. If reduced to
the dragon. fiightful presence, mafJic missile (timed less than 200 hit points, Xyzanth retreats
Tactics: These dragons use strafing to strike spellcasters as they cast), dispel to continue the fight at range with his

tactics to begin combat, using their mafJic, and shatter (directed at weapons) spells. If brought below 50 hit points,
breath weapons and spells to soften up constitutes the bulk of their ranged tac- he teleports back to his lair in the Griff
the party for a few rounds before they tics. A blue dragon that is preparing to Mountains, abandoning Brazzemal and
land in flanking positions. enter melee casts shield offaith and invis- the other dragons to their fates.

The black dragons tend to be brash and ibility on itself first if it can. Blue dragons Keep in mind that the defenses of
aggressive, eager to please their elders, and retreat ifbrought below 60 hit points. Kongen- Thulnir can be used by the PCs;
oftenw:ritonlytworoundsbeforeengaging Vermirox casts fJreater invisibility, mir- ballistae, catapults, and luring dragons
the PCs in melee, retreating to lick their ror imafJe, resist ener!1Y (fire, or so~e other into guylines can be quite effective weap-
wounds ifbrought below 20 hit points. energy type the PCs have used a lot), mafJe ons if used properly.

The green dragons are more cautious; armor, protection from fJood, and shield on
they know that adventurers are more himself before entering combat. He PART THREE: INTO
dangerous than giants. They open with opens an attack with his breath weapon, THE PIT
breath weapons, then hang back and sending his two blue dragon allies in to Part of Kongen-Thulnir's ingenious
let their fiightful presence wreak havoc engage the PCs in melee as he hangs back defenses rose from this decrepit hole
while they spend the next few rounds and uses ray of enfeeblement, dispel mafJic, deep in the Undercity. Here, in ancient
using su!J!Jestion to cause PCs to lay down and fJrease on the PCs, or using his rinfJ of caverns long infested by aberrantly
their arms and flee the area. If a group telekinesis to hurl PCs over the edge and potent carrion crawlers, an enterprising
of PCs gathers together for support, a into the Rift Canyon (20d6 falling dam- dwarf named Wilmot Coldtooth crafted
green dragon uses its crush attack and age). He engages in melee as soon as one ammunition loads designed to paralyze
then follows up with a breath weapon of the other two blue dragons is slain or enemies to make them easy pickings for
or full attack. Green dragons retreat if flees, and flees himself if brought below the giants. Since developing the crawler
brought below 40 hit points. 30 hit points, using dimension door. loads, Wilmot has dwelt in a small com-

The blue dragons are wise, crafty, and Xyzanth takes the time to cast death plex built near this Carrion Pit, where he
experienced in combat. They engage in ward, fJreater invisibility, displacement, mir- toils to keep Kongen-Thulnir's catapults
melee against the PCs only if the battle ror imafJe, resist ener!1Y, see invisibility, mafJe stocked with these dangerous loads.





When Charlgar rebelled against the of the Undercity seems to intensify here. 15 Reflex save; failure indicates they must
Riftlords and formed a new tribe, he Atop the stairs stands a single fifteen-foot- save as well. The sound of the falling port-
assimilated Wilmot into his group in tall iron door, its face completely coated in cullises alerts the inhabitants of area 3,
an attempt to lay claim to the source of a patina of crumbling, reddish rust. and they quickly grab their weapons and
these dangerous weapons. Wilmot, hav- come to investigate.
ing little political interest, barely noticed This door is barred from within. The Brain Juice Shower: CR 10; mechani-
the change, although now that Charlgar rust on the door has affected its struc- cal; location trigger; manual reset; no
has moved in to his home (forcing him tural integrity slightly, making it ea,sier attack required; poison spray (carrion
to relocate to the Distillery), he's grown than normal to batter down. Once the crawler brain juice, DC 24 Fort, paraly-
increasingly dissatisfied with the Rift door is opened, a DC 30 Search of the sisJo); multiple targets; Search DC 35;
Crawlers. Wilmot suspects that Charlgar door Teveals a hidden switch. If trig- Disable Device DC 35.
is using the Carrion Pit for something gered, this switch deactivates the trap in Adamantine Portcullises: 3 in. thick;
more than a hideout, but hasn't figured area 2. Hardness 20; hp 120; Lift DC 28; Break
everything out quite yet. Barred Iron Door: 2 in. thick; Hard- DC 35.

Although this section of the adventure ness 6; hp 40; Break DC 24.
appears before the section detailing the 3. TRoglooyte laiR
Citadel ofWeeping Dragons, chances are 2. Enmy"tO t:he Pit: (ElIO)
good that the PCs won't come to the Car- Nearly two dozen mud and straw nests line
rion Pit right away. In fact, they may not Beyond the red door, a hallway disappears the walls of this filthy chamber; the stink
come here at all, if they manage to break into darkness. Arches open straight ahead in the air here is different from the general
into the phylactery vault without using and to the right, although the one to the reek of carrion elsewhere in this complex-
the vault keys. Even if they do need the right is sealed by a heavy stone door. The acrid it's much more pungent and bitter.
keys, they may not learn that the keys stench of an open cesspool wafts from the
are kept here until after they've explored passage and stings the eye. On the wall to the west of the door is
the majority of the Citadel of Weeping an iron switch that deactivates the trap
Dragons. In any case, events that take The smell of carrion permeates the in area 2 and raises the portcullises.
place within this complex play out with entire complex, growing more pervasive Creatures: Occupying this room are
no interference from the dragons, and if the further east one travels. The portcul- 21 troglodytes, creatures little more than
the PCs are able to clear out this section lises shown on the map are currently in slaves used by Wilmot to toil in the Car-
of the ruins, it could become an excellent the up position in cleverly concealed hol- rion Pit as needed.
base of operations. You can also use the lows in the ceiling; a DC 30 Spot check Troglodytes (21): hp 13 each; Monster
encounters here as guides and inspira- allows a character to notice them before Manual 246.
tion if you need to develop other parts the Trap is sprung. Tactics: The tr6>glodytes are unques-
of Kongen- Thulnir. Trap: This trap can be deactivated by tionignly loyal to Wilmot, and leap at the

one of thee switches; one is hidden in opportunity to help defend their lair-if
The CaRRion Pit: the iron door in area 1, while the other they hear the trap in area 2 trigger, they
The walls of this small complex are either two protrude plainly from the wall just gather up longspears and open the door
hewn from natural rock or constructed around the comer and in area 3. If the trap to area 2. The troglodytes use the reach
of 3-foot-thick superior masonry. Ceil- is not deactivated, it triggers as soon as of these longspears to attack anyone
ings are 20 feet high and the rooms are anyone steps into this area, causing three trapped between the portcullises, using
dark unless otherwise indicated. Doors adamantine portcullises to drop down coup de grace actions on any paralyzed
are made of stone but kept unlocked. as shown on the map. One round after foes in reach. The troglodytes flee from

the portcullises drop, tiny vents open in any organized defense.
1. The Re() DOOR the ceiling of this area and a large reser-

voir of carrion crawler brain juice floods 4. loa() S"tORage
Tucked far back in the recesses of the the cage. All creatures in this area must
Undercity, a winding stair climbs amid make a DC 24 Fortitude save or become Great stone boxes and wooden casks are
the tumble and ramshackle buildings. The paralyzed for 2rl4 rounds. The floor of spaced along the walls of this chamber,
stone stairs have three-foot risers, hinting this chamber itself is slightly sloped to along with several large. lumpy burlap
at the gigantic inhabitants who made them. the northeast, which allows the poison bundles that seem to be leaking some vis-
but a narrow section alongside the main to drain in that direction and thence into cous fluid. Several long poles wrapped in
stair has been chiseled into smaller steps several hidden drains at the base of the heavy canvas lean against the south wall.
to accommodate a human.sized climber. northeastern wall. Characters within five If anything. the smell in here is worse than
The steps are stained with dark substances feet of any of these portcullises can avoid elsewhere in these chambers.
of unknown origin, and the general stench being splashed by the poison with a DC

,



This chamber stores finished crawler Ranged rock +18 (2d6+13) or large cavern is a great cage composed of
loads for the troglodytes in area 2 to crawler load +18 touch (paralysis for 2d4 an iron grillwork that arches to a height of
eventaully deliver to the various artillery rounds, DC 24 Fort. resists) thirty feet. The grillwork makes for uneven
emplacements around the city. There are Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. footing, and through the gaps in the floor
18 crawler loads stored here. The canvas- Base Atk +19; Grp +36 only darkness is visible-the cage is sus-
wrapped poles are actually four rolled up Atk Options Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved pended against the side of a massive cav-
litters used by the troglodytes to trans- Bull Rush, Improved Sunder, Power Attack ern, secured to the western wall by iron
port the burlap bundles. Combat Gear potions of cure serious wounds support struts below and heavy anchoring

(3), potions offly (2) chains above. A burning bundle of small
5. Living QuaR"CeRS (ELI7) *S-point Power Attack tree trunks strapped together serves as a

Abilities Str 36, Dex 10, Con 22, Int 6, Wis massive torch wedged into the southeast
What may have once been a fairly well- 8, Cha 10 corner of the cage. The exact dimensions
organized living chamber has been SQ rock catching of the huge cavern are not discernable in
crudely redecorated; all of the furniture Feats Awesome Blow, Cleave, Great the torchlight, but it descends some ways
has been swept aside and piled in one Fortitude, Greater Weapon Focus down into the darkness below. A five-foot-
corner of the room. A huge mound of. (greataxe), Greater Weapon Specialization wide opening in the wall above leads to
furs that appears to have been used as (greataxe), Improved Bull Rush, Improved an upper balcony overlooking the inside of
bedding lies heaped in the opposite cor- Critical (greataxe), Improved Initiative, the cage. The most startling aspect of this
ner, and the remains of several vile meals Improved Sunder, Iron Will, Power Attack, strange tableau are the seething hordes of
lie strewn about the place. Quick Draw, Weapon Focus (greataxe), writhing green worms. These fat, tentacled

Weapon Specialization (greataxe) monsters swarm allover the cavern walls as
Creature: Once Wilmot's personal Skills Intimidate +10, Listen +6, Spot +7 well as the cage exterior, filling the cavern

quarters, the dwarf has been forced to Possessions combat gear, +5 banded mail, with a nauseating slithering.
relocate his home to area 8 now that +1 speed greataxe, belt of giant strength +6,
Charlgar has retreated here for shelter 6 rocks, 4 crawler loads The rancid reek of this cave is enough
during the dragon siege. Charlgar isn't Tactics: If Charlgar hears the trap that, upon first entering, any creature
very pleased with the situation, but sees in area 2 activate, he opens the door to must make a DC 15 Fortitude save to
no other choice since he wants to make area 6 and gives the cage beyond a good avoid being sickened for ten minutes.
sure that no one comes looking for the slap to alert Wilmot above to trouble. This strange cage is used to harvest
vault key he threw into the Carrion Pit He then stands just around the corner carrion crawlers from the surrounding
until the Tiamikal Nul-Shada make their and prepares an action to hurl a crawler cavern. When a harvest begins, Wilmot
move against the Riftlords. load at the first enemy to step into the baits the cage with cadavers and other

Charlgar's recent brush with Brazze- room. If anyone engages Charlgar in rotten items dumped into the cage from
mal took most of the fight out of him, melee, he uses Awesome Blow to hurl area 7 above, then uses the lever in that
and now he's more or less content to wait those he strikes ten feet over his shoul- room to open a window in the cage roof
out the siege. Charlgar is an exception- der and into the cage in area 6, calling Once a carrion crawler scuttles into the
ally tall and muscular hill giant with a for Wilmot to "OPEN THE CAGE!" as he cage, he closes the window and uses a
jutting chin and terrible burn scars on does. Wilmot, in area 7 above, waits with kuo-toa pincer staff to grasp the carrion
his right arm. He's wrapped a bedsheet a prepared action to do just this. See area crawler behind its head and maneuver
around his lower face to block the worst 6 for details. it up until its head protrudes into area
of the smell in this area. If reduced to less than 30 hit points, 7. He locks the pincer staff and quickly

Charlgar begs for mercy. He promises decapitates the carrion crawler and
CHARLGAR CR 17 to tell the PCs anything in exchange retreats to area 8 to prepare its poison,
Male hill giant fighter 10 for his life; the hill giant is a masterful while its body is dumped into the cavern
CE Large giant coward in this situation, and the PCs below by pulling the lever again, causing
Monster Manual 123 can likely learn from him that he hid the interior of the cage to fall away.
Init +0; Senses low-light vision; Listen +6, the vault key in the Carrion Pit below. The grillwork floor of this cage is

Spot +7 Of course, Charlgar keeps an eye out for hard to move around on for Medium or
Languages Giant opportunities to escape or strike at a PC smaller creatures, who treat the floor as
AC 29, touch 9, flat-footed 29 from surprise. difficult terrain.
hp 241 (22 HD) The floor of this vertical cavern is 110
Fort+23,Ref+7,Will+8 6. CRawleR Cage feet below the suspended cage and is
Spd 30 ft. dotted with stalagmites. A natural tun-
Melee* +1 speed greataxe The vista here is startling, as is the gag- nel exits to the east at this level, winding

+29/+29/+24/+19/+14 (3d6+34/19-20/x3) ging stench. Extending outward into this down to area 9. The walls of the cavern



are moist natural stone (DC 20 Climb blockade. A cart track leads down into the crippling strike, opportunist, slippery
check). The floor itself consists of a thick, darkness of that tunnel. mind, sneak attack +10d6
rancid layer of filth and refuse; this is Combat Gear wand of cure moderate wounds

one of the primary dumping grounds for This chamber serves as the labora- (32 charges), wand of scorching ray (8th
Kongen-Thulnir, and the floor is difficult tory and distillery of Wilmot Coldtooth, level, 29 charges), 10 doses of carrion
terrain. where he concocts his poisons. The stone crawler brain juice, 5 doses of purple

Creatures: Crawling all around this mas- vats hold fluids where carrion crawler worm poison
sive natural cavern are 245 carrion crawl- heads are cured before being dried and Abilities Str 10, Dex21, Con 20, Int 13, Wis
ers, at least six of which clamber around used as projectiles. The tables hold the 12, Cha 6
on the cage exterior at anyone time. The equipment where the poisons are created SQ dwarf traits, improved uncanny dodge,
creatures can attack anything that moves after Wilmot extracts the crawler brains. trapfinding, trap sense +6
around inside the cage, although targets The mine cart track curves downward Feats Combat Expertise, Exotic Weapon
within the cage have cover against the and ends at another blockade before a (spiked chain), Improved Disarm,
crawlers'tentacle attacks. door that opens from a building near Improved Feint, Improved Trip, Weapon

Carrion Crawlers (245): hp 19 each; area 1. Finesse, Weapon Focus (spiked chain)
Monster Manual 30. Creature: Lurking in here is the dwarf .Skills Bluff +20, Craft (poison making) +23,

Development: If Wilmot is ready and Wilmot Coldtooth. Exiled from his distant Diplomacy +0, Hide +27, Intimidate +22,

waiting for the PCs, he pulls the lever home in the Flinty Hills for practicing for- Knowledge (dungeoneering) +12, Move
in area 7 as soon as at least two PCs are bidden alchemical rituals within city lim- Silently +27, Sleight of Hand +29, Tumble
in the cage (or immediately if Charlgar its, Wilmot wandered the world for several +27, Use Magic Device +20
throws a PC in here), causing the cage years before he came upon Kongen-Thul- Possessions combat gear, +5 mithra/

floor to drop away and dumping anyone nir. In the giants, he found strange and breastplate, +3 wounding spiked chain,

inside into the cavern below. A character unexpected allies, and when he turned his glolles of Dexterity +6, ring of protection +3,

can make a DC 15 Reflex save to cling to skills to the harvesting of carrion crawlers periapt of proof against poison

the cage floor as it drops away. Other- from the Carrion Pit, his place among the Tactics: Wilmot hides in the mine cart
wise, they fall 110 feet to the cave floor of giants was sealed. With the advent of the once he realizes the PCs are heading up
area 6, taking I1d6 points of damage in civil war, Wilmot withdrew himself from here and prepares an action to fire a
the fall, after which they are immediately Kongen- Thulnir's politics, and particu- scorchin9 ray at the first person to come
attacked by hungry carrion crawlers. larly despises Charlgar now for pulling within 30 feet (so he can add his sneak

him into his plans for a coup. He's been attack damage to the attack). In melee,
7. HaRves't ChambeR living here in his laboratory for the last he uses Improved Feint to utilize sneak
This five-foot -diameter passage connects several days, hoping the siege and civil attacks on healers first. If reduced to less
to the cage in area 6; the grill of the cage war will end soon. He knows that Charl- than 30 hit points he clambers back into
makes it a simple matter to climb up gar hid something in the Carrion Pit itself; the mine cart and releases the brake. The
the side like a ladder. An iron lever is and suspects it's one of the vault keys but mine cart begins rolling down the slope
set in the east wall that, if pushed to the doesn't yet know for sure. of the corridor at a speed of 50 ft. before
down position, opens the floor of the crashing to a stop at the blockade at the
cage in area 6. Pushed to the up posi- WILMOT COLDTOOTH CR 19 other end (inflicting 2d6 points of dam-
tion, it opens a ten-foot-wide hatch in Male dwarf rogue 19 age on the rider). Wilmot then dashes
the IQiddle of the cage roof NE Medium humanoid out the door and attempts to lose him-

IfWilmont is in this area as the PCs Init +5; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +1, self in the Undercity.
are about to enter it, he retreats back to Spot +1 Treasure: One of the items used in
area 8. Languages Common, Dwarven, Giant Wilmot's lab is a focusing crystal that

AC 29, touch 19, flat-footed 29 is actually a large diamond worth 1,500
B. Dis~ilIeR)' (EL 19) hp 161 (19 HD) gp. Stored in a rack of vials on one table

Immune poison are three doses of purple worm poi-
A strong acrid tang fills the atmosphere Fort +11, Ref +18, Will +7; improved evasion son, a dose of sassone leaf residue, and
of this oddly shaped chamber. Rounded Spd 30 ft. 10 doses of carrion crawler brain juice.
alcoves hold large stone vats from which Melee +3 wounding spiked chain +24/+19/+14 On another table, a potion vial clearly
this odor seems to emanate. Stone bins (2d4+3 plus 1 Con plus purple worm marked "cure serious" in Dwarven is
and tables covered with beakers, alembics, poison on first strike) actually water laced with dark reaver
and burners provide the rest of the furnish- Ranged scorching ray +20/+20 touch (4d6 fire) powder; a gift from Wilmot to anyone
ings. Tunnels exit to the east and west. The Base Atk +14; Grp +14 who tries to loot his lab.

west tunnel has a mine cart attached to a Atk Options Combat Expertise, Improved Development: If captured, Wilmot's
chain and winch pulled up against a small Disarm, Improved Feint, Improved Trip; initial attitude is unfriendly. He values



most of the giants as friends, but hates
Charlgar.lfthe PCs ask about the loca-
tion of the vault key, Wilmot tells them
he thinks Charlgar threw it into the
Carrion Pit, even if his attitude is still
unfriendly. If made helpful, he agrees to
accompany the PCs into the Carrion Pit
to try to recover the key, but after that he
decides to flee Kongen-Thulnir entirely;
he won't stay with the PCs ifhe has the
chance to slip away.

and there, huge mounds of fungus rise
like hills, and scattered throughout are the
bones and skulls of long-dead giants.

PCs arrive in the area, the creature bursts
from below the layer of fungus where it
was sleeping and attacks.

THE MOTHER WORM CR 20
Kaiju carrion crawler

N Colossal aberration

Monster Manua!31, DRAGON #289

Init +5; Senses darkvision 120 ft., scent;

Listen +25, Spot +25

AC 41, touch 3, flat-footed 40

hp 623 (43HD); DR IS/epic

Immune disease, mind affecting, poison

Resist acid 30; SR 29

Fort +26. Ref +15. Will +25

The tunnel from area 9 ends at a 90-
foot-tall cliff overlooking this immense
cavern. The ceiling arches to a height of
120 feet above the floor.

Once characters move into this room,
they are exposed to the tainted air of the
rancid fungus that grows here, and must
make a DC 15 Fortitude save each round
to avoid taking lrl4 points of Wisdom
damage as the hallucinogenic spores
cause strange patterns and noises to
manifest. Characters who are immune
to poison are immune to this effect.

Creatures: Although at first look this
chamber may seem empty, it is in fact
the lair of a primeval carrion crawler of
immense proportions, possibly the pro-
genitor of the entire aberrant species.
This behemoth is an ageless monstrosity
known in legend as the Mother Worm.
The creature sleeps away the years, wak-
ening now and then only to lay eggs or
feed on the nasty fungus that grows here.
She also wakens when she senses intrud-
ers in her realm; Id6 rounds after the

9. Wi()e Tunnel
This wide passageway leads to area 10 in a
spiraling descent that makes no less than
six full revolutions. The tunnel itself is
caked with refuse and rubbish for the
first hundred feet or so, after which the
filth (and the horrific smell) fades.

Spd 30 ft., climb 15 ft.

Melee* 8 tentacles +30 (ld6+26jl9-20 plus

paralysis) and

bite +25 (3d6+18)

Ranged acid ray +25 touch (15d6 acidjI9-20)

Space 40 ft.; Reach 40 ft.

Base Atk +32; Grp +64

Atk Options Power Attack

*10-point Power Attack

10. CaRRion Pi't (El.20)

This massive cavern of sloping floors and

several colossal stalagmites is lit by swaths

of phosphorescent fungus clinging to the

walls and ceiling. Mats of rancid, decaying

fungus bubble and seethe in a thick carpet

on the cavern floor, filling the air with a

hazy green taint of spores and stink. Here

Abilities Str 42, Dex 13, Con 30, Int 2, Wis

15, Cha 26

Feats Blind-Fight, Cleave, Great Cleave, Great

Fortitude, Improved Critical (acid ray,

tentacle), Improved Initiative, Improved



Natural Armor (5), Improved Natural Attack vast import is hidden in the vault in the due to their weight (the giants can take
(bite, tentacle), Power Attack dungeon, and they know that two keys 10 on this roll and open the doors easily).

Skills Climb +24, Listen +25, Spot +25 are required to open it. What they don't Large torches mounted in iron brackets
Acid Ray (Su) Once every 1d4 rounds, the know is how to utilizie those keys, but 15 feet above the floor light most of the

mother worm can generate a ray of acid even if they did, the giants have little rooms in the citadel.
from her mouth. She makes a ranged interest in finding out what's hidden in
touch attack with this ray against any the vault. With one exception. 1. BRi()gehea() (El17 OR 18)
target within 300 feet, inflicting 15d6 The frost giant sorcerer Vercinabex
acid damage on a hit. The mother worm Tor has recently grown obsessed with the The stone bridge from the city proper leads

is immune to damage from her own acid contents of the vault. He's been research- to a ledge that wraps around the southern

ray attack, but not to acid from other ing a method to open the doors, but since edge of this pinnacle of stone. A battlement
sources (although her acid resistance 30 he's had to do so secretly and doesn't overlooks the bridgehead, and behind it
still applies). have access to a proper library, prog- looms the bulk of the rocky promontory

Paralysis (Ex) Those hit by the mother ress is slow. When Charlgar approached and the fortress above.
worm's tentacle attack must make a Vercinabex with an offer to allow the
DC 41 Fortitude save or be paralyzed giant access to the library deep within The battlement rises 10 feet above the
for 2d4 rounds. The save DC is the King's Palace, Vercinabex agreed. All level of the bridge, and is surrounded
Constitution-based. Charlgar asked was to be loaned one of by a 7-foot parapet providing cover to
Treasure: While the mother worm has the vault keys so that he could frame the creatures on the battlement. The natu-

no interest in treasure, an object of great Riftlords. Vercinabex consented, confi- ral rock wall behind the battlement rises
value to the characters can be found dent that if Charlgar betrayed him he 30 feet to the base of the wall at area 7
inside her immense stomach-one of could track down the vault key easily (Climb DC 15). The secret door in the wall
the two vault keys required to open the enough using his magic. is very well hidden, but can be located
phylactery vault. Of course, with the dragon siege, little with a DC 35 Search check. A stack of 15

has come of this plan yet. For now, Ver- throwing rocks sits against the inside of
PART FOUR: THE cinabex bides his time, providing what the parapet.
CITADEL OF aid he can to his kin in defending the Creature: At this point, most of the
WEEPING DRAGONS Citadel of Weeping Dragons. giants have retreated into their for-
Atop this thousand-foot pinnacle stands The Tiamikal Nul-Shada themselves tress to bide their time. The dragons
a bastion of the giants against all drag- consist primarily of fire giant fighters. assaulted the Citadel early in the siege
onkind, the home of the Tiamikal Nul- The group is currently led by Kagro but took fairly heavy losses and have
Shada, the "Hunters of Tiamat's Chil- Thundersmiter, a fire giant. Second in not yet returned to this site (Brazzemal
dren." This fortress is called the Citadel command is the fire giant Bram Cleft- hopes to find the phylactery elsewhere
of Weeping Dragons, and its deepest shank. Vercinabex serves the group as an in the ruins.)
vault is the repository for Dragotha's advisor and a source of magical support. Nevertheless, three fire giant guards
long-hidden phylactery. The promon- While the Tiamikal Nul-Shada oppose are stationed in the area, watching for
tory the fortress is built upon is of solid the dragons (and thus oppose Dragotha), signs that the dragons are returning.
stone, and the fortress itself was shaped they are by no means allies of the PCs. Two of these giants wait in this area,
from this rock with magic by the Order They react to the party's attempt to inffi- while the third m~s the ballista in
of the Storm well over 1,500 years ago. trate the Citadel with hostility, assuming area 5. If they notice the PCs, they give
The druids built on a grand scale; even that they're either agents of the dragons cries of warning. No other giants join
though it served them as a fortress, they or adventuring opportunists taking them from within, but those inside do
wanted their allied stone giants to be advantage of the siege to try to sneak into prepare for intrusion.
comfortable within its halls. and loot the citadel. The PCs will find If the PCs haven't yet defeated the

The Citadel of Weeping Dragons is very little welcome here. blue dragon Vermirox, he happens to be
the focal point for the powerful wards The Citadel of Weeping Dragons (and lurking nearby, invisibly, when the alarm
that protect Kongen-Thulnir, and as a the pillar of stone it rests upon) is pro- goes up. He takes the time to cast his
result those giants that dwell here are tected by powerful magic. All of the walls defensive spells and then swoops in to
the most strongly affected by the ward's within the citadel are magically treated join the fight a few rounds after it begins,
compulsion to defend the place from (DUNGEON MASTER'S Guide, page 59); focusing his initial attacks on whoever
draconic attack. Over the generations, additionally, they cannot be affected by seems to be losing the battle before turn-
the giants that lived here became an transmutation spells as long as the phy- ing his attentions to the victors.
almost cult-like society of dragon-hat- lacteryvault remains closed. Ceilings are
ing fanatics. The members of the Tiami- 20 feet high. Doors are 15 feet high, and TIAMIKAL NUL-SHADA SERGEANTS (2) CR 14
kal Nul-Shada know that something of require a DC 15 Strength check to open Male and female fire giant fighter 4



LE Large giant (fire) This is the main entrance to the Cita- Base Atk +18; Grp +34

Monster Manual 121 del of Weeping Dragons. The doors Special Atk engulf
Init +4; Senses low-light vision; Listen +2, depict the destruction ofTiamat's chil- Abilities Str 26, Dex 1, Con 34, Int -, Wis

Spot +14 dren and remain perpetuallytearstained 1, Cha 1
Languages Common, Giant through an enchantment placed on them SQ transparent
AC 26, touch 9, flat-footed 26 ages ago by the druid builders. Despite Engulf(Ex) This gelatinous cube can mow
hp 226 (19 HD) their prodigious size, the perfectly bal- down Gargantuan or smaller creatures. It's a
Immune fi re anced stone doors open inward easily DC 31 Reflex save to avoid being engulfed.
Fort +20, Ref +8, Will +11 when they're unbarred from within. Paralysis (Ex) A DC 34 Fortitude save is

Vulnerable cold enough to resist the cube's paralysis. Those
Spd 30 ft. 3. Cube TRap (1::1 12) who fail are paralyzed for 3d6 rounds.
Melee mwk greatsword +29/+24/+19

(3d6+20/19-20) The hallway beyond the stone doors runs 4. DiR=usion ChambeR
Ranged mwk composite longbow straight to another set of stone doors This oddly shaped but otherwise empty

+lS/+10/+5 (2d6+10/x3) or at the far end. The hall itself is about chamber is cleverly designed to absorb
rock +14/+9/+4 (2d6+13) fifteen feet wide. the blast of a dragon's breath weapon. On

Base Atk +lS; Grp +32 either side are alcoves that can provide
Atk Option cleave, Improved Overrun, The secret doors along the sides cover against breath weapons unleashed

I mproved Sunder, Power Attack, Quick of the hall are made of stone and are into the chamber from area 3.
Draw, rock throwing extremely well hidden (DC 35 Search

Combat Gear oils of magic weapon (2), potion check to locate). 5. Bas~ion (1::1 14)
of cure moderate wounds (2), tanglefoot Trap: Any creature that steps on the
bag (2), flask of alchemist's fire (S) lo-foot-square marked with a "T" causes This parapet overlooks the approach to the

Abilities Str 36, Dex 10, Con 24, Int 10, Wis the ceiling above to open, dropping a main gate. A mounted ballista and barrels
17, Cha 8 specially bred advanced gelatinous cube of ammunition sit here.

SQ rock catching down onto the area below. The gelati-
Feats cleave, Improved Initiative, Improved nous cube itself is rather large, and can There are 3° ballista bolts here.

Overrun, Improved Sunder, Iron Will, fit into the passage below only by squeez- Creature: A single Tiamikal Nul-Shada
Lightning Reflexes, Power Attack, Quick ing. When it drops, it takes 2d6 points sergeant mans this ballista. He does not
Draw, Weapon Focus (greatsword), of falling damage and angrily attacks hesitate to use it against PCs he notices
Weapon Specialization (greatsword) anything in the area. It gets a free engulf approaching the citadel.

Skills climb +11, Craft (weaponsmithing) +8, attack on all creatures directly under it Tiamikal Nul-Shada Sergeant: hp 226;
Intimidate +8, Jump +11, Spot +14 when it lands. see page 73.

Possessions combat gear, +lfull plate, The statistics below for the gelatinous
masterwork greatsword, masterwork cube include a-4 penalty to Armor Class 6. Blockhouse
composite longbow (+10 Str) with 50 and on attack rolls for squeezing into a
arrows, bag of3d4 rocks and miscellaneous narrow area. The interior of this outbuilding is a mess of
treasures worth ld4 x 100 gp Cube Trap: CR 12; mechanical; touch burnt and partially-melted bunks, smashed
Vermirox: hp 337; see page 65. trigger; manual reset; releases advanced footlockers, and fragments of the roof.

gelatinous cube; Search DC 35; Disable
2. TeaR-S~aine"() PoR~al Device DC 35. This was once the barracks area for

the Tiamikal Nul-Shada sergeants. When
A pair of stone double doors, each twenty ADVANCED GELATINOUS CUBE CR 12 the dragons attacked, this was one of the
feet high, opens into the natural rock wall N Gargantuan ooze first areas hit Now it is little more than a
at the base of the citadel. The doors bear Monster Manua/202 scorched stone shell with partially-col-
bas-relief carvings of dragons falling from Init -5; Senses blindsight 60 ft.; Listen -5, lapsed walls. It interior is completely gutted:
the sky, slain by great arrows and rocks, and Spot-5 ADC 25 Search check locates a trap door in
broken dragon bodies lying in heaps on the AC -3, touch -3, flat-footed -3 the center of the floor beneath the burned
ground below. Faintly visible above all are hp 420 (24 HD) wreckage, but a DC 18 Strength check is
five dragon heads, representi ng each of the Immune electricity, ooze traits necessary to lift it due to the debrisjammed
chromatic breeds, looking on in anguish. Fort +19, Ref +2, Will +2 around it Beyond the trap door, a ladder

The stone of the doors is damp with rivulets Spd 15 ft. leads down to one of the secret passages

of water seeping down its surface. Melee slam +18 (2d6+12 plus Id6 acid plus northeast of area 3. A character who opens it
paralysis) ftom below is showered with debris for 2d6

Space 20 ft.; Reach 15 ft. points of damage (DC 15 Reflex negates).







7. CounLyanb second-in-command of the Tiamikal Possessions combat gear, +3 cold resistance

Nul-Shada. Bent on vengeance after a chain shirt, +2j1aming burst battleaxe, +2
This open courtyard between the ruined run-in with a black dragon early in his jlaming burst handaxe, +1 returning spear
blockhouse and the main keep is charred life, Bram still bears the acidic burn scars Aura of Courage (Su) Bram is immune to
and discolored from multiple breath and a metal plate riveted to his left lower fear, and all allies within 10 feet gain a +4
weapon attacks. A few acrid puddles remain leg from a hideous wound he took. This morale bonus on saving throws against
on the ground. homicidal maniac is barely kept in check fear effects.

by Kagro Thundersmiter. The only thing Damage Bonus (Ex) Bram gains a +6
A wooden trap door covers a nar- Bram enjoys as much as slaughtering bonus on all weapon damage rolls

row chute that descends a few feet to a dragons is slaughtering anything else. made against dragons.
chamber that holds the gelatinous cube Dwarves in particular. Overcome Draconic Spell Resistance (Ex) Bram
above area 3. The giants use the chute to gains a +6 bonus on caster level checks to
feed it garbage. BRAM CLEFTS HANK CR 18 overcome a dragon's spell resistance.

Male fire giant ranger 2/dragonslayer 6 Twelve-Headed Pyrohydra: hp 129;
8. Guanbpos't (1::1 16) LE Large giant (fire) Monster Manual 157.

Creature: Two Tiamikal Nul-Shada Monster Manual 121, Draconomicon 126 Tactics: Bram watches out the win-
sergeants stand guard in this room. They Init +5; Senses low-light vision; Listen +4, dows while keeping an eye on the room's
attempt to hold off intruders as long as Spot +22 doors. When enemies enter, he throws
possible, but if one is reduced to less Aura courage (lOft.) his spear at the chain holding the iron
than 40 hit points, both make a fighting Languages Giant brazier hanging from the ceiling (AC
retreat to area 9. AC 26, touch 10, flat-footed 25; Dodge 20, Hardness 10, hp 10) before wading

Tiamikal Nul-Shada Sergeants (2): hp hp 247 (23 HD); DR 2/- in to attack. If the chain breaks, the iron
226 each; see page 73. Immune fear, fire pot falls. Anyone inside the room and

Resist acid 5, cold 10, electricity 5, sonic 5 within 10 feet of the eastern door must
9. Gnea't Hall (EL 18) Fort +23, Ref +13, Will +16 make a DC 15 Reflex save to avoid tak-

Weakness vulnerable to cold ing 6d6 points o.rbludgeoning damage
This cavernous hall is dimly lit by two win- Spd 40 ft. and 3d6 points of fire damage from the
dows in the western wall and a heavy iron Melee +2j1aming burst battleaxe heavy, red-hot pot. Bram fights near to
pot of glowing coals hanging from the ceil- +25/+20/+15/+10 (2d6+24/19-20/x3 plus the hydra, forcing anyone who wants to
ing beams above. The pot sways slightly, Id6 fire) and fight him in melee to contend with the
casting weird shadows throughout the +2j1aming burst handaxe +25 (ld8+18/19- angry monster as well.
room. The ceiling slopes down from the 20/x3 plus Id6 fire)
center of the room to a mere fifteen feet at Ranged +1 returning spear +20 (2d6+13/x3) 10. Holbing Cell
the west end. A stone table surrounded by Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. The iron door to this small garret can
six giant-sized chairs dominates the center Base Atk +19; Grp +35 be locked from the outside. It doubles as
of the room. Atk Options Power Attack; favored enemy +2 the hydra's pen and as a holding cell for

(dragons), damage bonus any prisoners that the giants capture. It
The giants of the Tiarnikal Nul-Shada Combat Gear potions of cure serious wounds is befouled by dung and partially eaten

gather here for their meals. The south- (3), potion of jly, wand of protection from corpses from the hydra's long habitation.
ern door is composed of iron and hangs energy (16 charges) The ladder leading up can be retracted

slightly ajar. Spells Prepared (CL 2nd) up to a landing on the fourth level, but
Creatures: The mascot of the Tiarnikal lst-/ongstrider right now is extended all the way down to

Nul-Shada, a twelve-headed pyrohydra, is *5-point Power Attack the floor to aid in movement throughout
chained in the south alcove. It normally Abilities Str 35, Dex 13, Con 22, Int 10, Wis the citadel.
remains in area 10, but was released 18, Cha 8
when the citadel came under attack. Its SQ rock catching, overcome draconic 11. Lanben (EL 7)
chain (Hardness 10, hp 50) allows it to spell resistance

reach 30 feet into the room. It has been Feats Dodge, Improved Critical (battleaxe, A large fireplace dominates this kitchen
trained not to attack giants. handaxe), Improved Initiative, Iron Will, and larder. A spit large enough to cook

Yet the hydra isn't the only creature Lightning Reflexes, Power Attack, Quick an ox stands within, and barrels of cheap
waiting to be encountered here. Sitting Draw, Track, Two-Weapon Fighting, Two- wine and rancid foodstuffs fit only for the
at the western end of the table, sourly Weapon Defense uncouth palate of a giant are stacked in the
munching on an enormous overcooked Skills Intimidate +23, Knowledge (arcana) back of the chamber.
drumstick, is a scowling, horribly scarred +6, Spot +22, Tumble +7
fire giant. This is Bram Cleftshank, the



here are two Large masterwork heavy
crossbows and 100 bolts.

some heavy furniture of hewn logs, and a
stone hearth.

16. Cenmal Hall This room serves as guest quarters for
visiting giants; it is currently unused.

The walls of this long hallway are decorated

with swaths of dragon hide and other tro-

phies gathered from various dragons.

Creatures: The giants' servants, six ter-
rified bugbears, hide in the corners of
this chamber. They are unarmored and
armed only with various kitchen imple-
ments (treat as daggers). Thoroughly
cowed by the giants, they fight only in
self-defense.

Bugbears (6): hp 16 each; Monster Man-

ua129.

12. SeRvan'ts'
DoRmiooRY

The ladder in the west can be retracted
up to area 2.1; if the alann has been raised,
Kargo has done just that.

Treasure: The dragon trophies on the
wall are well-preserved and mounted
on fine stands. There are 20 in all, and
while each weighs 200 pounds, they're
each worth 500 gp.

This (relatively) low-ceilinged chamber

holds only flimsy bunks and a few sticks

of rude furniture. Two unlit lanterns hang

from the beams of the ten-foot ceiling.

lB. AR-cilIeRY Pi-cs
Each of these walled yards holds a heavy
catapult. They are sectioned off from
each other to provide cover and prevent
any single dragon attack from affecting
all of them. They have been hit hard, and
currently each catapult can withstand
approximately one more direct breath
weapon hit before being destroyed.
Each catapult has Id6 crawler loads in
a nearby bin.

KagRO ThuooeRsmiwR ,17 - Gues't
QUaR'teRS

This chamber serves as the quarters of
the citadel's bugbear servants. They are
not allowed to keep treasure.

This chamber has a
giant-sized bed
with rough
woolen blan-
kets and a
sackcloth

pillow,

13. Lamines

This chamber commands a breathtaking

view of the canyon, and two large holes in

the floor serve as toilets. The ceiling slopes

sharply down to the north.

There is nothing of interest in here. The
holes in the floor plunge 10 feet through
the rock before opening into the canyon.
Filthy iron bars block the tunnels, but if
removed this can serve as a nauseating
but effective entry point into the citadel.

14. UppeR Battlement:s
This battlement is surrounded by a 10-
foot-high parapet. By design it is rather
cramped and does not provide an
ideal place for a dragon to land while'
providing cover for defenders against
dragon attacks. If the PCs loiter here,
feel free to have one of the dragon \.
attacks in Event 2 take place.

15. Pillbox
This heavily fortified chamber is
accessible only through a trapdoor
in the floor that leads down to the
hallway between areas 8 and 9. Three
arrow slits provide a good field of
fire over the eastern portion of the
citadel. Stacked against the wall in



19. GuaR~post: (Ell6) Kongen-Thulnir, he fell under its spell Hunting Bonus (Ex) Kagro gets a +4 bonus
Creature: Two Tiamikal Nul-Shada instantly. His rise in power in the Tiami- on Bluff, Listen, Search, Sense Motive,
sergeants stand guard in this room. If kal Nul-Shada is as much a testament to and Spot checks when using these skills
they see or hear intruders, they charge his obsession with killing dragons as it against dragons.
to attack, bellowing loudly to alert any is to anything else. Sneak Attack (dragon) (Ex) This functions
remaining giants in the Citadel. as the rogue ability of the same name,

Tiamikal Nul-Shada Sergeants (2): hp KAGRO THUNDERSMITER CR 18 except that it only works against dragons.
226 each; see page 73. Male fire giant rogue 8/dragonstalker 4 Ignore Natural Armor (Ex) Once per day,

LE Large giant (fire) Kagro can ignore a target's natural armor
20. PaRapet: Monster Manual 121, Draconomicon 129 bonus (including any enhancement bonus

This parapet stands 80 feet above the Init +6; Senses low-light vision; Listen +lS, to that natural armor). He must declare
main gate and has an excellent view of Spot +15 that he is using this ability before he
the approach to the citadel. It is accessi- Languages Common, Draconic, Giant" makes the attack roll.
ble by a trapdoor in the floor. A deceased AC 31, touch 13, flat-footed 29; Dodge, Tactics: Although Kagro has retreated
Tiamikal Nul-Shada sergeant lies up Mobility, improved uncanny dodge to this chamber to wait out the dragon
here, horribly mauled by dragon claws, hp 319 (27 HD) DR 5/evil siege, he hardly sits idly by if the cita-

Immune fire del is invaded. As soon ashe hears the
21. ChambeR of- t:he Fort +23, Ref +20, Will +19; evasion alarm raised, he gathers his gear and
HeaRt:keepeR (El 18) Vulnerable cold begins to patrol the citadel, loudly call-

Spd 40 ft. ing out challenges to the intruders and
This chamber is decorated like a hunting Melee* +2 dragon bane keen greataxe demanding that they present them-
lodge. Half a dozen dragon skulls of vari- +30/+25/+20/+15 (3d6+28/19-20/x3) selves to him for judgment.
ous breeds are mounted on the walls. The Ranged +ljallelin +23 (ld8+12) Treasure: Alhtough Kagro carries most
furnishings include a table, three chairs, Base Atk +21; Grp +37 of his valuables on his person, one item
and some shelves, all composed of dragon Atk Option Blind-Fight, Improved Bull in particular is hidden in the furs ofhis
claws and horns riveted together. The bed Rush, Power Attack, Spring Attack, ignore bedding. This is a Mediumjlame ton,gue
is nothing more than a huge mound of natural armor l/day, rock throwing, sneak dra,gonfan,g lon,gsword made entirely from
hides and furs. A ladder rises to a trap door attack +4d6, sneak attack (dragon) +4d6 a red dragon's tooth. Despite its strange
in the ceiling, and another trap door exits Combat Gear cape of the mountebank, potion composition, this weapon performs as if
in the floor. of barks kin (2), potion of displacement, it were crafted of the finest steel. In fact,

potion of haste (2), potion of cure serious its dragoncraft quality causes it to inflict
Creature: This chamber serves as wounds (3) an additional poiI1;t offire damage when-

the abode of the leader of the Tiami- *5-point Power Attack ever it strikes a target. Kagro recovered
kal Nul-Shada, a position traditiOnally Abilities Str 36, Dex 10, Con 24,Int 10, Wis this trophy long ago, and although it is
known as the Heartkeeper due to the 17, Cha 8 too small for him to use properly he kept
phylactery hidden in the dungeons SQ hunting bonus, rock catching, it anyway.
below. The significance of that title has trapfinding, trap sense +2 Development: Kagro suffers no intru-
been lost for centuries, and the giants Feats Blind-Fight, Dodge, Improved Bull sions into his Citadel, but if the PCs
no longer remember what it is that Rush, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, react to his arrival with the proper level
they guard. The skulls and claws on Mobility, Power Attack, Spring Attack, of deference and respect (and a DC 30
the walls belong to various chromatic Track, Weapon Focus (greataxe) Diplomacy check) he won't immediately
and metallic dragons, but unlike the Skills Balance +8, Bluff +5 (+9 vs. dragons), attack them when he encounters them.
trophies in area 16 they have no real Climb +19, Gather Information +3, Hide He can answer most questions about the
intrinsic value. A door in the north wall +7, Intimidate +ll,jump +19, Knowledge Citadel, but remains fairly elusive about
exits out onto a balcony surrounded by (arcana) +10, Listen +15 (+19 vs. dragons), its defenses and the phylactery vault.
a 10-foot-high parapet to provide cover Move Silently +7, Search +6, Sense Motive If the PCs can prove to him that Verci-
from aerial attacks. There are 15 throw- +7 (+11 vs. dragons), Spot +15 (+19 vs. nabexhanded over his vault key to Charl-
ing rocks stacked out on the balcony. dragons), Survival +7 (+9 when following gar, Kagro's rage turns to the frost giant;

The Heartkeeper, Kagro Thunder- tracks), Tumble +16 he may even recruit the PCs to help track
smiter, is disciplined, loyal, and fairly Possessions combat gear, +5 mithral the sorcerer down and force him to reveal
well-groomed. His tribe was wiped out breastplate, +2 keen dragon bane greataxe, where the key has been hidden.
by a white dragon in the Griff Mountains 5 +ljallefins, mantle offaith, ring of In the end, Kagro refuses to allow any-
when he was a youth, and it left such a protection +2, ring of resistance +3 (as one into the phylactery vault. The PCs
strong impression on his young psyche cloak of resistance +3), amulet of health +2, will either need to defeat him or open
that, when his travels brought him to vault key the vault in secret If he discovers the



cover much of the walls. A bed of cushions

is near one wall, and a low wooden table

(by giant standards), silvery and cracked

from age, rests near the opposite wall sur-

rounded by sitting cushions. A large hoo-

kah stands in the center of the room. The

far corner holds a crudely carved stone idol

that depicts a visage that is half beast, half

demon.

PCs have opened the vault, he vows to
hunt them down and kill them all.

now the Tiarnikal Nul-Shada must make
do without a spiritual leader.

Creatures: Juroth used a ,greater pla-
nar ally spell to ensure that even when
he was elsewhere, this chamber would
have a dangerous guardian to watch over
it. This guardian is a marilith demon
named Alakora, a svelt and sinuous crea-
ture with the lower body of a rattlesnake.
She wears dozens of bracelets that fur-
ther add to the rattling, jangling chorus
that accompanies her every movement.
Alakora has been"paid well for her ser-
vices, and remains a vigilant guardian
even after Juroth's death.

.2.2. ToweR Roo.,: (fl 14)
The roof of the tower is surrounded
by a 7-foot parapet. Upon the roof is
mounted a ballista, along with 12 bolts
and two harpoons.

The door to this room hangs open.
This shrine to Erythnul was once
tended by a stone giant cleric named
Juroth. During the initial attack on
the citadel, Juroth was one of the first
giants to die, ruined by Brazzemal and
cast into the gulf of the :Rift Canyon.
Kargo intends to try to recover the body
once the siege is over, and hopes to have
Juroth resurrected by the King, but for

23. ShRine of. ERyt:hnul
(EL 17)
Note that the room's guardian is likely
to attack as the PCs descend the stairs
to the south before they actually have a
chance to enter this room, .

ALAKORA CR 17

Female marilith demon

CE Large outsider (chaotic, extraplanar, evil)

Monster Manua/44

Init +4; Senses darkvision 60 ft., true seeing;

Listen +31, Spot +31

Languages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic;

telepathy 100 ft.

This chamber is rough-hewn from the rock.

A single fissure in the far wall acts as a nar-

row window, allowing in light and fresh

air. Every inch of the floor is covered with

exotic-looking rugs, and silken hangings

VeRcinabex To~"

AC 35, touch 16, flat-footed 28

hp 248 (16 HD); DR 10/good and cold iron

Immune electricity, poison

- 10, cold 10, fire 10; SR 25

Ref +14, Will +14

Spd 40 ft.

Melee +1 flaming burst scimitar

+26/+21/+16/+11 (ld8+10/1S-20 plus Id6

fire) and

5 +1 scimitars +26 (ld8+5/15-20) and

tail slap +22 (4d6+4)

Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft.

Base Atk +16; Grp +29

Atk Options Combat Expertise, Power

Attack; improved grab (tail), constrict

4d6+13

Special Atk summon tanar'ri

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 16th)

At will-align weapon, blade barrier (DC

23), magic weapon, project image (DC
23), polymorph, see inl/isibility, telekinesis

(DC 22), greater teleport (self plus 50

pounds of objects only), unholy aura

(DC 25)
Abilities Str 29, Dex 19, Con 33, Int 18, Wis

18, Cha 24

Feats Combat Expertise, Combat

Reflexes, Improved Critical (scimitar),

Multiattack, Multiweapon Fighting,

Weapon Focus (scimitar)
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f 'WaRm ace image of herself on the opposite side Spells Prepared (CL 16th, +18 ranged touch)
Anyone wielding a warmace takes a of the room and then begins filling this 8th (3/day)-maze
-1 ~enalty to Armor Class becau~e t~e chamber with more blade barriers. She 7th (6/day)-prismatic spray (DC 26),
Wfi eight of the wea~oknl mfiakes It .dlf- repeats these tactics until she is either spell turmng
cult to recover qulc y rom swlng- . .. ,

, . A . I slam or the PCs flee from the room. 6th (7/day)-chaln lightning (DC 25),Ing It. warmace is too arge to use , '
, h d ' th t . I t . . Treasure: The brass hookah, finely greater dispel magic, Otiluke s freezIng
In one an WI ou specla raining "

(the appropriate Exotic Weapon Pro- woven rugs, and silk wall hangIngs are sphere (DC 25)
ficiency feat). A character can use a worth a total of3,500 gp. Hidden among 5th (7/day)-cloudkill (DC 22), cone of cold
warmace two-handed as a martial the bed cushions (DC 17 Search check) is (DC 24), teleport, wall offorce
weapon. A Medium warmace is worth a leather bag holding 290 gp and assorted 4th (7 day)-dimension door, confusion (DC
25 gp, inflicts 1d12 points of damage gems worth 600 gp. 21), ice storm, wall of ice (DC 23)
on a hit, and threatens a critical hit on 3rd (8/day**)-greater magic weapon,
a 20, dealing X2 damage on a critical 24. VeRcinabex TOR'S haste,j1y, lightning bolt (DC 22)
hit. Such a warmace weighs 10 pounds ChambeR (El 16) 2nd (8/day)-fox's cunmng, gust ofwind

and inflicts bludg~oning damage. :he (DC 21), locate object, mirror image,
warmace appears In Complete WarrIor. Th' I h b t b b.

h tt (DC )IS arge c am er seems 0 e a com 1- s a er 21
nation of bedroom and study. Against the 1st (8/day)-disguise self(DC 18),

Skills Blutt:+26, Concentration +30, far wall lie numerous furs and cushions expeditious retreat, magic missile,
Diplomacy +30, Disguise +7 (+9 acting), heaped in a haphazard nest. The walls are shocking grasp, shield
Hide +19, Intimidate +28, Listen +31, covered with strange runes and markings, 0 (6/day)-acid splash, disrupt undead,
Move Silently +23, Search +23, Sense and a large stack of oversized books lies on ghost sound (DC 17), mage hand,
Motive +23, Spellcraft +23, Spot +31, Use a cluttered desk to the north. message, prestidigitation, rayoffrost,
Magic Device +26 read magic, touch offatigue(DC 17)

Possessions +lj1aming burst scimitar, five Creature: The frost giant Vercinabex *5-point Power Attack
+1 scimitars, amulet of health +4, bracers of Tor lives here. He has retreated to this **Has already cast greater magic weapon
armor +3, ring of protection +3, bracelets chamber to outwait the dragon siege. once today
worth a total of 4,500 gp He's been looking through his small Abilities Str 30, Dex 12, Con 24, Int 10, Wis
Tactics: Alakora has used polymorph to collection of books for the thousandth 12, Cha 24

take the form of a Fine spider and clings time, hopelessly searching pages he's SQ rock catc.hing, summon familiar (hawk
to the side of the northern wall, where long-since memorized for hidden con- named Teskian)
she watches the southern passageway texts that might grant him an insight Feats Alertness, Cleave, Combat Casting,
and the window in the wall intently. As into how the doors in area 2.5 could pos- Craft Wondrous Item, Exotic Weapon
a Fine spider, she has Hide +39. As soon sibly be opened. (warmace), Extend Spell, Greater Spell
as she sees intruders (any non-fire giants Focus (evocation), Improved Bull Rush,
or named giants from this Citadel are VERclNABExToR CR 18 Improved Initiative, Maximize Spell,
intruders to her), she uses project ima.ge to Male frost giant sorcerer 16 Power Attack, Spell Focus (evocation)
appear at the far end of the hall. The next CE Large giant (cold) Skills Bluff +15, Concentration +15,
round she creates a blade barrier between Monster Manual 122 Intimidate +26, Knowledge (arcana) +8,
the closest PC and the entrance to this Init +5; Senses low-light vision; Listen +3, Listen +3, Spot +20 (+23 in bright light),
room. Each round thereafter, she contin- Spot +20 Spellcraft +10
ues to create blade barriers in the south- Languages Giant Possessions combat gear, +2 icy burst
ern hall, hedging in the PCs further and AC 25, touch 10, flat-footed 25 warmace, bracers of armor +6, cloak of
further. She may use telekinesis to move hp 313 (30 HD) Charisma +6
PCs through several blade barriers once Immune cold
she grows bored with this tactic. Fort +21, Ref +10, Will +15 Tactics: Vercinabex's obsession with

If anyone makes it into her chamber, Weakness vulnerable to fire the contents of the phylactery vault now
she immediately reverts to her true form Spd 40 ft. verges on madness. He doesn't notice
and attacks in melee, fighting until she is Melee* +4 icy burst warmace anyone entering this chamber, and sim-
reduced to 50 hit points or less, at which +26/+21/+16/+11 (3d6+29 plus Id6 cold) ply continues to flip madly through his
point she teleports out to area I, casts Ranged rock +18 (2d6+10) tattered books and make notes in the
polymorph several times to heal herself; Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. increasingly ink-filled margins. If the
then assumes the form of a wasp and Base Atk +18; Grp +32 PCs wish to attack him, they automaticly
flies back down to the window in this Atk Options Cleave, Improved Bull Rush, have surprise over the obsessed giant. If
room to check up on the PCs. If they are Power Attack the PCs have brought along Kagro, hav-
still within, she once again projects an Combat Gear potions of cure serious wounds (4) ing convinced him that Vercinabex is a



traitor, the hill giant loudly demands an of opening," Vercinabex ruefully admits The true significance of the similarity
explanation from the frost giant sorcerer. he hasn't been able to determine what between the PCs and the carvings on the
In either event, once Vercinabex notices exactly this ritual is. Perhaps one of the door is left to you to decide.
his sanctum has been invaded, he flies PCs might be able to figure it out? As long as the vault doors remain closed,
into a blind rage and attacks. the chamber beyond remains protected

Although a powerful sorcerer, Ver- 25. GuaRc>ian Of. t:he by a dimensional lock effect that cannot be

cinabex remains very much a physical HeaRt: (1:1 19) dispelled. Mordenkainen's disjunction, wish,
presence. He uses his magic to aug- or miracle can remove this effect.
ment his fighting, but doing so typically The stairs descend into an oddly-shaped Fortunately for the PCs, an ally waits
requires several rounds of preparation. room with a ceiling vaulting forty feet for them here. As they approach the door,
In his madness, he's developed a strange overhead. Great stone double doors exit the ghostly form of a short, humanoid
and risky method of ensuring he has the to the northeast. These are covered in figure shimmers and rises up out of it
privacy he needs to prepare for com- a detailed bas-relief depicting a human to float in the air above. The ghost has
bats-he casts maze on himsel£ Once in form trapped in a trapezohedral shape. All a strange look on his face, a combina-
this maze, Vercinabex casts his defensive around this form writhe dozens of carved tion of fear and excitement. His head
spells on himself; after which he begins worms. A strange pale golden shimmering lolls on a broken neck, and his fingers
making DC 20 Intelligence checks to seems to dance at times over these doors, end in long tendrils of ectoplasm that
escape his maze. Even if he doesn't and set into the center of each is a single look almost like claws. The PCs have met
make any of these checks (remember small keyhole. this ghost before, at a time when their
that fox's cunnin,g effectively grants him progress was once before barred by an
a +2 bonus on these checks), Vercina- This room guards the door to the unopenable door. This is the ghost of
bex figures that ifhe has to wait the full chamber of the phylactery. The stone Alastor Land, returned from beyond to
10 minutes, chances are whatever had doors depict Kyuss' imprisonment aid the PCs one last time. He speaks,
come to attack him has moved on or within the black monolith deep in the and this time his voice seems to have
forgotten about him. Wormcrawl Fissure. This is obvious to matured. In the months between their

Treasure: Vercinabex keeps a small bag anyone who makes a DC 30 Knowledge last meeting, Alastor Land has lost his
of mundane odds and ends in his bed (religion) check. Upon closer inspection, willful childish personality, in no large
of furs. In addition to various strange more details become apparent. Depicted part due to the great favor the PCs did
fetishes and bits of dragon, this bag in the scene on the left-hand door are for him by returning the bones of his
holds 1,275 gp,3,800 sP,4,500 cp, a com- hundreds of stone giants locked in family to their graves in "The Whisper-
plete set of gold tableware and serving mortal combat with horrific worm-cov- ing Cairn."
pieces stolen from a bandit prince worth ered undead of all shapes and sizes. The
2,500 gp, various gems worth a total of giants appear to be taking the worst of it. "Well met, friends. Long have our journeys
900 gp, and a potion of water walk. Overshadowing all is a massive monolith been since our last meeting. You have come

Development: Although it's unlikely, upon which stands a huge figure of gro- far in your quest to stop the abomination
the PCs might be able to shift Vercina- tesque proportions with writhing worms that rises even as we speak, and I have been
bex's initial hostile attitude to helpful. all over its body-Kyuss himsel£ A circle down long roads in other worlds learning
If they do, and can convince the giant of a dozen small figures stands before who and what I am. And now, here at this
that they want to open the vault, he may the monolith enacting some ritual. The juncture, our paths cross again. As you have
agree to aid them. He only does so if right-hand door focuses in on the ritual doubtless learned, an age ago the Vaati
the PCs can convince him that they'll of the small human figures, members of fought a great battle against the forces of
let him have first pick of whatever won- the Order of the Storm. They have gath- Chaos not far from here. Miska the Wolf.
drous item is hidden within; if the PCs ered in a circle on a ledge overlooking Spider was imprisoned, the Queen of Chaos
tell him that the only thing inside is a cliff; obviously protecting something banished, and the Rod of Law was broken
Dragotha's phylactery, Vercinabex scoffs. in their midst. Crawling and clamber- into the Rod of Seven Parts and cast across
"Certainly a vault this potent holds more ing up over this ledge are dozens of the cosmos. Tombs were built to inter
than one dusty old dragon's phylac- skeletal undead, and rearing up in the their honored dead, but the Vaati did not
tery!" Once allied, Vercinabex tells the background is an immense bony worm- abandon the field of battle entirely. Certain
PCs that the vault can only be opened like creature. Between these undead and guardians were left behind to watch and
if two people utilize two different keys the druids stand a group ofbrave heroes, wait for the reemergence of Chaos. One
during a "ritual of opening." Kagro has single-handedly holding off the advanc- of these guardians was an order of mor-
one key, and Vercinabex knows exactly ing undead. tal druids. The Vaati taught these druids
where the other one is; he'll lead the PCs If your players have played through their secrets, and when they left for other
to the Carrion Pit and even aid them "The Library of Last Resort," they may realms, this order grew powerful. They
in reaching the key. As for the "ritual recognize some of these heroes depicted. became the Order of the Storm, and they



26. PhylacteRy Vault (El 23)may make him more dangerous than ever

before. Yet I see little choice.

"1 must now go. You shall not see me

again, I think, until you join me on the other

side. Good luck, my friends, and farewell..."

The ceiling of this vaulted chamber is lost
in shadow above. Flanking stairs rise ten
feet to a platform across the room. Atop
it stands the statue of a rampant dragon,
wings spread, foreclaws extended, and
mouth agape. Its chest is open, reveal-
ing its rib cage, wherein floats a ruby-red
box, its faces carved with leering dragons.
Dark striations of rock travel vertically
through the walls, creating the illusion
of pulsing blood veins in the light given
off by the glowing red box. A susurrus
echoes through the chamber like dark
secrets long hidden. As the doors swing
wide, the flickering light pulses once, and
then fades.

defeated Kyuss nearly fifteen centuries ago.

Kyuss was banished, locked away in a stony

prison, but now he threatens once again.

"Over long years, the secret watchers

joined with the cultures around them.

These guardians forgot their cause, and

traditions were abandoned. My family, the

Land family, named fortheir sacred attach-

ment to the hallowed grounds of the Yaati

fallen, were among the last of these watch-

ers. Though the blood of the Yaati ran thin

in my veins, it still called to me and allowed

me access to the tomb of Icosiol until my

destiny was fulfilled and I fell to a trap. Like-

wise, your coming to the Whispering Cairn

was no accident. I can smell the mark of the

Yaati within you, heroes. You may be the

last of a long line, the only surviving heirs

to the Yaati legacy. As such, I have come to

advise you one more time.

"Kyuss' strength lies in his prison. When

he became a god, he became trapped in

the focus of his divine apotheosis-a mas-

sive monolith of stone affixed to the peak

of the Spire of Long Shadows. Dragotha

stole this monolith long ago and brought

it to his lair in the Rift Canyon. Over the

centuries, the presence of Kyuss' monolith

transformed this portion of the canyon into

what is known today as the Wormcrawl Fis-

sure. Once, after Dragotha was murdered

by the Chromatic Dragon and returned to

unlife by the Wormgod, Kyuss managed

to escape his prison. With Dragotha as the
general of his undead armies, the Worm-

god rose from the Rift and attempted

to begin the Age of Worms, but the

Order of the Storm was ready.

"You know of this battle. And

now you know that in the room

beyond lies Dragotha's phylac-

tery. Yet to reach it, you must

look into your memories,

your souls. Find the ritual of

opening, and use the vault keys.

Yet know also that once these

doors open, the phylactery vault

will be open to all. Dragotha and

his minions will smell his phylac-
tery and they shall come to claim it. "---

You must be quick. If you destroy

the phylactery, Dragotha can be truly

slain, but as his lifeforce escapes, he

may be able to reclaim some of it from

the beyond-destroying the phylactery

After completing his monologue, a
smile crosses the ghost's lips and he fades
away without answering any questions.

Creature: Guarding this room are the
remnants of the ancient giant cult~re
of Kongen-Thulnir, left behind to for-
ever guard the entrance to the phylac-
tery vault. These are two ancient undead
giants known as raams. The towering
creatures stand silent and still, one to
either side of the door. They make no
move to attack unless anyone tries to
open the door by force. If the keys are
used with the proper ritual, the raams
remain motionless.

Raams (2): hp 168; see Appendix.
Development: After hearing Alastor's

tale and recovering the vault keys, all the
PCs need to do is approach the door and
memories of the complex Druidic chant
required to open the chamber flood into
their minds, latent memories implanted
by the Fountain of Dreams during the
climax of "The Library of Last Resort,"
awakened by the proximity to the source
of their quest.

The box floating in the dragon
statue's chest is Dragotha's phylactery.
No traps or guardians protect it now,
and the PCs can claim it with ease. Yet
the phylactery itself is far from safe to
touch. Each round the phylactery is in
contact with flesh, it inflicts 2d6 points
ofWisdom drain as the victim's mind is
assaulted with the madness and rage of
one of the most terrible dragons ever to
live and die and live again. A DC 20 Will
save prevents the Wisdom drain for one
round. The whispers filling the room
are the results of having contained
Dragotha's evil for so long, but they
have no game effect.

The phylactery itself is difficult,
but not impossible to destroy.

The near-artifact-level object
can be battered apart byphys-
ical blows that can penetrate
its hardness, energy attacks
that get through its energy

resistance, or destroyed by
appropriate spells that get

past its spell resistance. The
phylactery itself is made of
ruby and copper.- / ,-:. Of course, the PCs aren t

required to destroy the phy-
lactery; in fact, if they keep

:~? it safe, they may well be able
to use it as a potent bargaining

chip when they finally encounter
Dragotha at the end of "Into the

Wormcrawl Fissure."DRagotha's PhylacteRY



Development: As the PCs open the
vault, the wards shielding the contents
from all divination are brought to an end.
Only Id6 rounds later, Brazzemal arrives
to claim the phylactery, its pulsing energy
a beacon to his draconic senses. When
he arrives, the red dragon casts transmute
rock to mud on the outside of the pin-
nacle, undercutting the foundations of
this room. At the end of the round, the
portion of the room marked on the map

tance against its Wisdom draining effect)
he attempts to teleport away with it to
return it to Dragotha. If the PCs have
found the Fabler out but he's still follow-
ing them, he does his best to sneak by the
PCs to accomplish his goal.

Dragotha's Phylactery: Hardness 3°;
hp 60; immune to fire; acid resistance
3°, cold resistance 3°, electricity resis-
tance 3°, sonic resistance 3°; SR 32;
Break DC 4°.

If Vercinabex Tor is still with the
party, his madness finally consumes
him when he realizes that there actually
isn't anything more than a phylactery
here. With a feral shriek, he attacks the
PCs as detailed in his tactics section in
area 2.4.

If the Ominious Fabler is still with
the PCs at this time, he tries to claim
the phylactery for his own. If he man-
ages to claim it (he has no special resis-



with the dashed line collapses and falls
away into the canyon leaving a cavernous
opening to the outside. Anyone standing
in this section takes 6d6 points ofblud-
geoning damage from falling rocks, and
must make a DC 25 Reflex save to jump to
safety or plummet into the canyon below.
Brazzemal, meanwhile, lands in the new
opening and attacks until he is the only
one alive; the proximity of the phylactery
overpowers his instinct for self-preserva-
tion and he fights to the death.

If the two raams still live, they imme-
diately move to attack the red dragon,
possibly providing the PCs with unex-
pected allies.

greater dispel magic, mass suggestion

(DC 23)
5th (7Jday}-feeblemind (DC 22), teleport,

transmute rock to mud, wall of force

4th (7Jday}-confusion (DC 21), crushing

despair (DC 21), unholy blight (DC 21),
wall of fire (DC 21)

3rd (8Jday}-deeper darkness, dispel magic,
protection from energy, slow (DC 20)

2nd (8Jday}-cat's grace, invisibility, mirror

image, pyrotechnics (DC 19), scorching ray

1St (8/day)-chill touch (DC 18), identify,

mage armor, magic missile, shield

0 (6/day)-arcane mark, dancing lights,

detect magic, ghost sound (DC 17),

guidance, mage hand, prestidigitation,
read magic, resistance

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 15th)

10/day-locate object
3/day-suggestion (DC 20)
l/day-find the path, discern location

*10-point power attack

Raam

BRAZZEMAL THE BURNING CR 23
Male ancient red dragon

CE Gargantuan dragon (fire)

Monster Manual 75

Init +0; Senses blindsense 60 ft.,

darkvision 120 ft., low-light vision;

Listen +44, Spot +44

Aura frightful presence (DC 34; 300 ft.)

Languages Abyssal, Common, Draconic,
Drow Sign Language, Dwarven, Elven,

Giant, Undercommon

AC 39, touch 6, flat-footed 39

hp 527 (34 HD); DR IS/magic

Immune fire, paralysis, sleep

Resist cold 30; SR 28

Fort +28, Ref +19, Will +26

Weakness vulnerable to cold

Spd 40 ft.; fly 200 ft. (clumsy)

Melee* bite +34 (4d6+24/19-20)

and

2 claws +32 (2d8+17/19-20)

and

2 wings +32 (2d6+17) and'

tail +32 (2d8+31)

Space 20 ft.; Reach 15 ft. (20 ft.
with bite)

~
Base Atk +34; Grp +60

Atk Options Cleave, Flyby

Attack, Improved Bull Rush, Power Attack,

Quicken Breath, Snatch, Tempest Breath
Special Atk crush (4d6+21, DC 36 Reflex

negates), breath weapon (60 ft. cone,

20dl0 fire, DC 36 Reflex half), tail sweep

(2d6+21, DC 36 Reflex half)

Spells Prepared (CL 15th, ranged touch +30)

7th (s/day)--insanity (DC 24), word of
chaos (DC 24)

6th (7/day)--chain lightning (DC 23), ~. II



Abilities Str 39, Dex 10, Con 29,Int 24,Wis after the battle there are many dragon Organization solitary, pair, band (3-7) or
25, Cha 24 lairs whose masters will not be return- tribe (8-24)

Feats Cleave, Flyby Attack, Hover, ing home. Perhaps the party chooses Treasure standard
Improved Bull Rush, Improved Critical to seek out these now-abandoned Advancement by character class
(bite, claw), Multiattack, Multisnatch, lairs and recover the hoards lying Fear Aura (Su) A raam exudes an aura of
Power Attack, Quicken Breath, Snatch, unguarded. Of course, dragon lairs are necromantic menace when it attacks.
Tempest Breath, Wingover never as abandoned or unguarded as Any creature within a 30-foot radius of a

Skills Appraise +44, Bluff +44, Concentration one would hope. raam when it attacks must succeed on a
+46, Diplomacy +48, Intimidate +46, DC 25 Will save or become panicked for
Jump +55, Knowledge (arcana) +44, APPENDIX: NEW 2d4 rounds. A creature that successfully
Knowledge (geography) +19, Knowledge MaN STER saves cannot be affected by that particular

(history) +20, Knowledge (nature) +19, raam's aura for 24 hours. The save DC is
Knowledge (religion) +25, Knowledge (the Raam Charisma-based.
planes) +26, Listen +44, Search +44, Sense This massive ,giant has iron ,gray skin that Rock Throwing (Ex) Raam are accomplished
Motive +44, Spot +44 looks as dry and weathered as a desert peak. rock throwers and receive a +1 racial

Possessions ring of major spell storing Its head is hairless with sunken, ,glassy eyes bonus on attack rolls when throwing
(contains heal, sending), ring of greater cold and craMY features seemin,gly carved from rocks. The range increment is 180 feet for
resistance, 5 gold earrings worth 1,000 ,granite. Its skin recedes at its mouth and a raam's thrown rocks. It can hurl rocks
gp each, 666 ornamental gemstones fin,gers revealin,g blunt ,gray teeth and lon,g, of 80 pounds (Medium objects) up to
embedded into his hide (each is worth curvin,g nails. five range increments. It uses both hands
100 gp) when throwing a rock.
Ad-Hoc Experience Award: For recov- RAAM CR 17 Rock Catching (Ex) A raam can catch Small,

ering the phylactery, award the PCs a CR Always NE Huge giant Medium, or Large rocks (or projectiles of
20 experience award. Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +33, similar shape). Once per round, a raam

Spot +19 that would normally be hit by a rock
CON CLUDING THE Aura fear (30 ft. radius; DC 25) can make a Reflex save as a free action.

ADVENTURE Languages Giant The DC is 15 for a Small rock, 20 for a

This adventure ends as the PCs claim AC 35, touch 10, flat-footed 33 (-2 size, +2 Medium rock, and 25 for a Large one. (If
Dragotha's phylactery. The results of their Dex, +25 natural) the projectile provides a magical bonus
actions with the phylactery, be it to hide it hp 162 (25 H D); DR 10/- on attack rolls, the DC increases by that
away or destroy it, are detailed in the next Immune cold, electricity; undead traits amount.) A raam gains a +4 racial bonus
adventure, "Into the Wormcrawl Fissure." Fort +10, Ref +10, Will +19 on its Reflex save when attempting to

It's likely that several of the villains Spd 40 ft. catch a thrown rock. The raam must be
in this adventure escape alive. If any of Melee* 2 slams +22 (2d6+21/19-20 plus Id4 ready for and aware of the attack in order
the dragons in this adventure manage to Strength damage) to make a rock catching attempt.
survive, they retreat to the Wormcrawl Ranged rock +13 (2d8+16) Strength Damage (Su) The touch of a raam
Fissure, where the PCs may need to con- Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft. deals Id6 points of Strength damage to
front them again. If the Ominous Fabler Base Atk +12; Grp +36 a living foe, or 2d6 points of Strength
survives, he continues to try to steal the Atk Options Awesome Blow, Cleave, damage on a critical hit. The raam heals
phylactery from the PCs.lfhe realizes it Improved Bull Rush, Power Attack 5 points of damage whenever it drains
has been destroyed, he returns to Drago- Special Atk trample Id6+24 (DC 38) Strength. A creature reduced to Strength
tha's side to report. Furious, the dracolich *5-point Power Attack 0 by a raam dies. This is a negative
destroys the Ominous Fabler-his tale Abilities Str 43, Dex 15, Con 10, Int 8, Wis energy effect.
coming to an abrupt and ruinous end 20, Cha 16 Trample (Ex) Reflex half DC 38. The save DC
deep in the Wormcrawl Fissure. SQ rock catching is Strength-based.

If this adventure is not played as part Feats Awesome Blow, Cleave, Combat Skills A raam gains a +8 racial bonus on
of the Age of Worms Adventure Path, Reflexes, Great Fortitude, Improved Hide checks in rocky terrain. It gains
there are still many opportunities for Bull Rush, Improved Critical (slam), a +8 racial bonus on Disguise checks
adventure in Kongen-Thulnir. Though Improved Initiative, Power Attack, when attempting to appear as an
the wards over the ruins are now gone, Weapon Focus (slam) inanimate statue.
Kongen-Thulnir still remains a strong- Skills Climb +30, Disguise +3 (+11 when
hold for giant bandits. Local rulers may disguised as statue), Hide -6 (+2 in rocky The raam are all that remains of an
ask the party to go back and finish the terrain), Knowledge (history) +13, Listen ancient race of giants whose culture died
job of ending the reign of Achaime Sil- +33, Perform (song) +17, Spot +19 out from attrition and an inability to sus-
vereye, the King of the Rift. In addition, Environment any underground tain a viable birth rate. As their culture



fell into melancholy and malaise, the visitors who politely request entrance Scaling "the
remaining giants constructed monolithic after dark. Some of the most haunt- A()ven"tu~e
granite cairns for themselves in deep ingly beautiful ballads of tragedy and "Kings of the Rift" is designed for a
canyons and beneath domelike hills, and woe have been attributed to bards who party of four 18th-level characters, but
in the end the last survivors descended spent a night listening to the songs of with a little work it can be adapted
into their self-made tombs and interred the raam. for use by 16th-17th-level characters
themselves alive. The despair and anger Like other giants, raams typically or 19th-20th-level characters. Simply
they felt at their fate cursed them to live carry a bag with their personal posses- adjust all NPC character levels up or
on after death as undead relics, forever sions and ld6 throwing rocks. down as appropriate by a number
preserving their lost society. Raams typically rely on blows from equal to that which the ,average party

Raams typically wear funerary garb of their massive fists, trampling smaller level, of you r grou p deviates from 18.
b h d ' d . . Don t forget to modify the amounta som er ue an anClent eslgn. opponents m combat. Though they are f r d .

h d.. . 0 treasure toun In tea venture
Only male raams have ever been as proficlent m rock throWlng as the . t I S '

fi h t thapproprla e y. peci c c anges 0 e
encountered, giving credence to the other giant races, they seldom have the adventure include:

rumor that the culture died after their room in their subterranean chambers 16th-17th-level characters: Reduce
wives stopped producing female chil- to fully utilize this ability. They excel all dragons by one age category.
dren. They stand 17 feet tall and weigh at hiding in rocky surroundings or Reduce the MotherWorm's Hit Dice by
about 8,000 pounds due to their dense standing still to appear as an inani- 4-8, and lower her Strength and Con-
body mass. mate statue before attacking intruders stitution scores by 4 each. Replace the

Raams are melancholy and serve to with surprise. twelve-headed pyrohydra with a ten-
preserve their traditions of old. They or eleven-headed pyrohydra. Replace
speak with a surprisingly melodious, Cre9 writes, "Bein9 a part of the Adventure Alakora with a nalfeshnee demon, and

t . d kill d . n h ' h k' d k remove one of the raams.resonan VOlce an are seat reclt- rat ~s t e most nerve-wrac ~n9 un erta - h h I I h .' h d I fth . . ' I ' d " , , b " 19t -20t - eve c aracters. One
mg t e poems an ays 0 elr anClent ~n9 ve ever ma e ~n wr~t~n9. It s some ~9 t ' th ' d t ' d' fway 0 Increase IS a ven ure s 1-
he~tage in ~a~nting tone~. They are ~so shoes to fill. I couldn'~ hav~ done it with- ficulty is to simply force the PCs to
skilled mUS1ClanS and artlStS; many smg out the help of people l~ke R~chard Pert and accomplish more with fewer breaks. If
nightly dirges in their dark cairns. Ted Albert who contributed 9reatry to the the PCs stop to rest, they may find that

Raam cairns are composed of mono- development of the adventure. I also have draconic reinforcements have arrived
lithic stone slabs. They are avoided by to thank Erik and crew for 9ivin9 me the from the Wormcrawl Fissu reo For 20th-
animal life and support only stunted and opportunity. And finally, thanks to Christo- level cha racters, consider i ncreasi ng
unhealthy plant growth in the thin soil Pher Wissel for his inspiration for the his- the age category of all dragons in the
atop the mounds. Raams attack any who tory of Alastor Land, which he first revealed adventure by one. I ncrease the Mother
break into their homes or enter during on the Paizo messageboards. Hail to the Worm's Hit Dice by 4-8, and give it
th da b h b kn ' a fly speed of 100 ft. and fast heal-e y, ut ave een own to entertam WerePlatypus!" ,

dd d I h d dIng 20. A a secon twe ve- ea e
pyrohydra to area 9. Advance Alakora's
Hit Dice by 2-4, and replace her +1
scimitars with +l.f1aming scimitars. Add

1-2 raams to area 25.
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